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Most valuable Popeye

Tipping it off

Racer junior wins second straight
player of the year award
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'Fully functional' facility

University accepts
Collins I&T Center

A
4r,

Murray State University accepted cording to West.
the Martha Layne Collins Center for
"Final completion will come later
Industry and Technology from the
when the contractor is finished and .
general contractor Friday under the
ready to turn it over to us and leave."
termkof the "substantial completion" he said. Construction began in July
clause in the construction contract. 1988.
Ed West, director of the physical
Occupancy of the 125.000-squareplant at Murray State, called it a foot building will occur as it is
"milestone in the project" and said it cleaned, as furniture on order is
means the S12.5 million two-story
delivered and as equipment for its 28
structure at 16th and Chestnut is fully
laboratories becomes available. Infunctional and operational.
struction in the facility will begin in
"Although the contractor still has the fall.
quite a bit of work to -do," he
Dr. Thomas B. Auer, dean of the
explained, "the .substantial comple- College of Industry and Technology,
tion status means that the building
expressed gratitude to state taxpayers.
becomes ours and we can start doing
legislators, university officials and
some things with it."
many friends of Murray State for the
West added that it also rpeans'that long-awaited facility.
Murray State will assume responsiHe specifically acknowledged the
bility for insurance, utili!ies and seCefforts of his predecessors — Dr.
urity.
Hugh Oakley and Dr. Ken Winters —
Within a week,custodial personnel
and noted that "their dream has bewill be in the building to clean areas
come reality" after years of hard.work
where the contractor, Ray Bell Conand anticipation.
struction Company of Brentwood.
Tenn.. has' completed its work, ac- (Cont'd on page 2)

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
RIGA, U.S.S.R. — Latvians
and Estonians have voted overwhelmingly for independence
from the Soviet Union, in
referendums that carry no legal
weight but represent a challenge
to President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev.

STATE
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
crisis phase of the Home Energy
Assistance Program ended nearly a month early, a state agency
says. The program concluded
Thursday after all funds used to
assist people during cold weather were spent, the Cabinet for
Human Resources said Friday.

SPORTS

The Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology at Murray
State University, shown in this
architect's illustration, was accepted by MSU From the general contractor Friday
under the terms of the
"substantial completion" clause of the contract. Murray State Physical Plant
Director Ed West said the
acceptance means the structure is fully functional and operational. Final completio
n is expected sometime
later.

BUSINESS
SEATTLE — The makers .;!
Sudafed 12 Hour capsules
pulled the popular cold medication off store shelves-across the
nation as federal authorities'
investigated two deaths and an
injury involving cyanide-laced
capsules.

FORECAST

•
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Budgetary guidelines reviewed by MSU regents
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

TEMPE, Ariz. — Seattle
Mariners outfielder Ken Griffcy
Sr. was injured in a car accident
and will be sidelined indefinitely with neck and lower back
injuries, team officials said
Sunday.

50-CENTS

Murray State University administrators'may have to consider the
possibility of cutting or combining
university programs and curriculum
as one way to meet budgetary
guidelines which will leave the university approximately S223,000
short during fiscal year 1991-92.
The board of regents approved
tentative funding priorities for the
budgct Saturday, including the
seven percent increase in faculty

and staff salaries named as a top
funding priority last year.
The priorities approved Saturday
also included additional positions
for the new Martha Layne Collins
Industry & Technology Building as
well as for a hazardous material
safety program.
Budget guidelines at this time,
however, will leave the budget
approximately S233,000 in the red
if funding resources cannot be
found, according to Dr. Ronald
Kurth.
Kurth proposeeseven ways to

increase budgetary funding, including a review of the school's curriculum that could eliminate or combine unnecccsary programs.
Kurth also proposed a cap on
overtime and a strict observance
for the university's 90-day freeze
which does not allow the filling of
a position before 90 days after it
becomes available.
Kurth also proposed:
• no additional hiring without
"equivalent attrition," keeping the
number of staff and administrative
positions constant.

• a deduction in personnel
MSU is already scheduled for a
through attrition.
mandated program review by the
• an increase in tuition, student
Council on Higher Education on
enrollment and student fees.
July 1, Booth/I-aid. "We're just
Kurth said there has already
going to atwlerate that."
been "sensitivities" expresged over
Board Chairman Kerry Harvey
the idea- of certain reducing in the
said he agreed with most of the
curriculum, but MSU Provost Dr.
Kurth's recommendations "if the
James Booth said most faculty
details can be worked out."
The board will not consider a
would be in favor of looking at
finalized budget until May.
changes..
The board also:
"I don't think there's anyone on
campus that doesn't feel a review • approved a salary increase for
(of the curriculum) needs to be
(Cont'd on page 2)
done," Booth said.
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Shoreline hike draws
300 area residents
onmental problems to a manageable level and create awareness in
the general public. Everyone cart
Despite the inclement weather make a difference," said Mills, a
Saturday afternoon, the Second frequent patron of LBL, who last
Annual Hike the Shoreline, was a year became so disgusted with the
success. Throughout the course of litter, she initiated the first shorethe day, more than 300 concerned line clean up.
citizens turned out to help clean the
"And Anybody can do this anyLand Between the Lakes area.
time. When I go hiking, I take a
People began to sign in about couple of bags ,with me;tuck-them
7:30-a.m.,"We are proud to see the in my belt loop, and pick up litter.
turnout, we have been really It makes you feel really good about
pleased, and we feel like we can
yourself and what you are doing,"
make an impact collectively," said
Mills said.
Laura Lohr, administrative assisIn order to reach those parts of
tant for the Land Between the the lake inaccessible by vehicle,
Lakes Association, who along with several individuals, Tennessee ValSally Mills and Pamela Dawes ley Authority, West Kentucky Shell
helped coordinate the shoreline Harvesters, Moors Resort, Kenclean up.
tucky Fish and-Wildlife, Bob MaxThe two most essential lessons. well, MSU Hancock Biological
to be learned from a volunteered-- Association contributed boats to
effort, such as this, is "That indivi- ferry volunteers to tliose areas of
duals can make a difference in the the resort. The Citizens Recycling
community, region and world.
Events like these help bring envir- (Cont'd on page 2)
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER

Mostly clear tonight. Lows
around 30. Wind light southwest. Mostly sunny and warmer
Tuesday. Highs 60 to 65.
The emended forecast calls
for a chance of rain Wednesday.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.4, -0.9 below 331.3, -2.0
Barkley Lake
354.5, -0/ below 335.9, -3.3

One Section — 12 Pages
Classifieds
10, 11
Comics
Crosswords
11)
Dear Abby
Horoscope
Murray Today
6, 7
Obituaries
Perspective
4
Sports
8, 9

4.3

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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Volunteers gathered at the Second Annual LBL's Hike the Shoreline to clean up litter and garbage
throughout lake facilities. Pictured above is one of the boats used to ferry volunteers to parts of LBL
inaccessible by car, to pick up debris. The boats were continually reporting back to the Fenton
Lake
Access Area with loads of trash and unloading before setting out again. Efforts began at 8:30 a.m., Saturday afternoon. More than 300 turned out for the event.

Iraq releases 10 POWs,including six Americans
By RICHARD PYLE
Associated Press Writer

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — Ten
allied prisoners of war — six of
them Americans — were freed
today by Iraq in a first step toward
meeting truce terms. At the same
time, the worst unrest of Saddam
Husscin's rule was reported in Iraq.
Iran's official news agency
reported fierce fighting today the

IOC

southeastern Iraqi city of Basra. It
said units of Saddam's elite Republican Guard were fighting people
including defeated soldiers returning from Kuwait.
The Islamic Republic News
Agency quoted refugees fleeing
Iraq as saying the governor of Basra province, Basra's Mayor and
Saddam's eldest son, Udai, had
been slain in the unrest.
There are no Western reporters

in Basra and the reports on the turmoil • could not be verified
independently.
Iran's official radio on Sunday
had _reported violence antigovernment demonstrations in at
least four cities, suggesting Iraqi
anger with Saddam for leading the
country .to defeat was beginning to
boil over.
Baghdad Radio made no mention
of any unrest in Basra. Iraq's offi-

cial media instead depicted Saddam
as a strong leader who is working
to rebuild his war-wrecked country.
The Iraqi president — who had
not been heardfrom in five days —
resurfaced Sunday, when Baghdad
Radio reported he had held two
meetings with officials on restoring
basic services.
Despite the prisoner release, Iraq
took a belligerent line today on
another topic — allied surveillance

flights. A military spokesman said
on Baghdad Radio that the overflights were meant to "terrorize"
Iraqis and violated the truce.
The freed POWs left for Jordan.
where they were to be handed over
to their respective embassies. AP
:orrespondent Salah Nasrawi
reported from the Iraqi capital.
Besides the six Americans, there
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY

111
Elizabet
pictured
Marvin,
farmers

To Better Serve You

Shoreline hike...

Farmington youth
hurtin two-car
accident Saturday

VALUABLE COUPON • EXPIRES 3-31-91
•FRE HEARING TEST
• •s5.00 OFF NEW HEARING AID

Murrayan reportedly
electrocuted Friday
while working
on washer-dryer unit

Flue fire snuffed
by firemen Sunday

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING

Tobacco markets
Collins Center...
report weekly,
season sales totals

AID CENTER

Have we got a
deal for you...

Ca Urn

MSU regents...

graduate assistants if funding
becomes available.
• approved an honorary degree
for U.S. Sen. Claiborne Pell,
(D-R.I.) who has been invited to
attend Kurth's inauguration ceremonies next month.

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER
4 PM

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Mar
ch 11
753-8080 -Pvt. Poriy Room Ava 'able

3A,.E
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Cato-TheReg.$45.
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NEW SALON HOURS:
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 108
Thursday & Friday 9-8
NOUS
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
-F-311C.77rIn
Or Call 759-9811
1991. JCPennoy Company,Inc

Mee Prik•OeMO'
MO intents

Microwave
Oven/Vent
Hood

UI

0
UI

I NDERWOOD

APPLIANCE 759-1505

Village Shopping Center

1'1 BLIC SERVICE

Hwy. 641 North

The power to overcome.
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FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
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A tradition in service
since 1981

(5a2)
Jim Fain

NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCE
S

Fa]
loa

Shell

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here 'are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 8-5-0.
Lotto: 2-4-13-20-26-32. Estimated jackpot: $I million.
Sunday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery': Pick 3: 6-6-2.

Read the
want ads daily

• WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIA
NCES

39.99

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

(Cont'd from page 1)
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Inaugural ceremonies for MSU's Kurth
are officially set for Saturday, April 27

Navy Lt. Lawrence Randolph "He looked
good," said his
Slade, also of Virginia - Beach.
mother, Marjorie Zaun, who saw
(Cont'd from page 1)
The Red Crow in Geneva con- him on telev
ision.
were three Britons and an Italian.
firmed the re14se of The 10 allied
U.S. officials said the statements
POWs today. '
The Americans included Army
were almost certainly
Spc. Melissa Rathbun-Nealy, of
The Britons were identified as accused Iraq of viola coerced, and
ting the GeneMalcolm Graham MacGown, John va Contenti
Grand Rapids. Mich., the only
on's provisions for
Inaugural ceremonies to install
Peters and Ian Robert Pring, and humane treat
woman soldier-reported missing in
Payne, instructor orhome economment of POWs. The
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth formally as the
the Italian as Nlaurizio Coc,ciolone. Baghdad
the Persian Gulf War.
ics; Dr. Roger Reichrnuth, acting ence (Sovcit Unton) at Harvard
government had also eighth president
University.
of Murray' State
She and Spc. David Lockett of
The freed captives, clad in yel- threatened to
assis
tant dean of fine arts and comscatter POWs in
University have been set for SaturFluent in Russian, Kurth taught
low jumpsuits bearing the letters buildings that. were
Fort Bliss, Texas, had been listed
munications; Sandra Rogers, admimilitary targets.
day' afternoon. April 27.
that
language at the Naval
"PW," appeared to be in good
as.missing in action after vanishing
Iraq was known to have held 13
nistrative assistant in the presiTo begin at 2:30 p.m. in Lovett
Academy'. His teaching experience
condition. although one male pris- allied prisoners
on a transport mission near the
dent'
s
office; Barbara Rose, admiof war, including
Auditorium, the investiture is being
oner's arm was in a sling and some nine American
Saudi-Iraqi border on Jan. 30.
nistrative assistant to the provost; also included an appointment to the
s, two Britons, an
plann
ed
in
conju
nction with tradiLockett. was also among those
appeared thin and tired.
Italian and a Kuwaiti.
and Ed West, director of the physi- Harvard faculty as a Teaching Feltional alumni weekend activities.
released-today.
low in American national
Angelo Gnaedingcr, Red Cross
Sixty-six allied troops were
cal
plant.
The inaugural schedule also
delegate-general for the Middle listed as missing
Rathtun-Nealy. 20, giggled as
gove
rnment
Subcommittees are: design and
in
includes a choral concert April 26
photographers snapped pictures of
Ea-st and North Africa, said all Americans, 10 Brito action: 45
From
1977 to 1979, he was comprint
ing;
invitation list; installation
ns, 10 Saudis
and- a post-inaugural reception and
ner
were given a checkup and found to and one Italian.
manding officer of the Naval Air
cere
mone
y
agen
da; installation
inaugural ball.
Among .the other freed POWs
be in good health.
The freeing of prisoners was
ceremony arrangement; publicity; Station at Millington, Tenn., near
A 15-member Inauguration Comwas L. Jeffrey Zaun of Chewy
Zaun had been shown on Iraqi among terms agreed
Memphis. He also served two tours
ball 'arrangements; mailing and
to by Iraqi
mittee from the campus and local
N.J.. a Navy navigator-, television shortly after his capture, -commanders in truce talks
at the American embassy in Mosreco
rds;
acco
mmod
at
ations and
an air . community headed by Dr.
bornhadrer whose A-6 Intruder
looking badly battered. In that base in southeaste
Anita
travel; alumni involvement/alumni cow. USSR, first as U.S. Naval
rn Iraq on SunLawson. assistant to the president
went down on Jan. 17, the 'first day
appearance. Zaun and other captive day, three days
weekend coordination; faculty' Attache and subsequently as U.S.
after an informal
instit
at ale var
for
utiona
plann
l
ing,
has
been
airmen recited wooden -sounding cease-fire took hold.
involvement; staff involvement: Defense Attache.
The other Americans were Navy
While serving as a politicoUnder the terms, U.S. forces 'named to plan _inaugural activities.
student involvement; and communstatements that were critical of the
Representing the community on
LL Robert Wetzel of Virginia
military policy adviser to the Chief
would leave Iraqi territory oncea
ity involvement.
war and U.S. policy.
the committee are Joe Dick, presiBach. Va....Air Force Maj. Thomas
of Naval Operations in October
Kurth assumed responsibilities
Zaun appeared healthy today. permanent cease-fire is signed and
dent
of Bank of Murray. and ftarF. priffith of Goldsboro, N.C., and
1971 to negotiate the Incidents at
as president at Murray State in July
with no outward signs of injury. Iraq has complied with all U.N.
old Doran. president of Peoples
Sea Agreement with the Soviets.
resolutions. including accepting lia1990 following his retirement from
Bank of-Murray.
As a pilot, he had extensive
the U.S. Navy at the rank of rear .
bility for war damages and
Members from the campus are: admir
renouncing. all claims to Kuwait.
al after 36 years of service, flight time in U.S. Navy airborne
Eddie Allen...resident of the
early warning, hurricane hunter and
He served his final three years as
Later Stinday, Baghdad Radio
Student Government Association; president of
antisubmarine warfare aircraft.
announced that Iraq ha accepted
the U.S. Naval War
Bill Benriter, director of food ser- College in
Kurth was recognized in a speUnited Nations peace onditions.
Newport, R.I. His naval
vices
cial
Barba
;
edition of U.S. New & World
ra
Davi
dson
,
speci
al career also included service as an
In return, the Securi
Cs. cil
events coordinator in the presi- aviator,
Repor
t in 1988 as an outstanding
authorized mercy flights
profe
dent's office; Dr. Coy Harmon, nistrator and ssor, Pentagon admimilitary thinker.
dad of food, medicine a
diplo
mat.
water
dean of libraries; Donna Herndon.
He and his wife, the former
A native of Nladison, Wis..
purification. equipment.
direc
tor
Charlene Schaefer of Madison,
of
alumn
i affairs; John Kurth earned the B.S.
Despite the halt in hostilities, the
degree at the
McDonald, director of publications U.S.
Wis., have four adult children —
conflict continued to claim AmeriNaval Academy where he was
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
and
print
three
ing.
sons, Steven. John and DouSun. 1-5 p.m.
a
distinguished graduate and comcan lives. A female pilot and three
Hwy. 641 N.
Dwain McIntosh. director of uni- pany
glas, and a daughter Audrey. Kurth
Olympic Plaza
other U.S. soldiers were killed in a
commander and both the
753-2380
versity information services; Judy M.P.A.
personally commissioned each son
helicopter crash in northern Saudi
and Ph.D. in political scias an officer in the U.S. Navy.
Arabia on Saturday. U.S. military
officials said. Army Maj. Marie T.
Rossi, 32, of Oradell. N.J., was the
first woman pilot reported killed in
the gulf.
(Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page I)
Coalition, helped to recycle alumi"This wonderful facility' will enable
num and glass. according to Lohr.
us to mc,ct our professional responsiOriginally fron New, Jersey,
Dark -fired tobacco sales at Murbility for high-tech- educational progMills has lived in Murra-y 20-years. ray and Mayfield floors for the
rams." he said. "Students educated in
"I use LBL to hike, canoe, camp
week and season ending March 1
the, Collins Center will develop the
and watch bird's. This is a- valuable included approximately 664,284
critical. technical. reasoning and comnatural resource, and those who lbs. at an average price of S173 per
municative skills that will carry them
A Farmington youth was injured
have grown up with it. probably
hundred pounds, according to
to positions of responsibility and
in a two-vehicle accidentSaturday. take it for
reports.
granted.' but people from
leadership in the 21st century."
according to a repor: from the Mur- other
areas who come here, see its
,The weekly sales brought season
Auer also expressed appreciation to
ray Police Department.
natur
h al beauty and realize what we totals to 3,454,892 lbs. at the Murthose in the region who have contriSix-year-old Angela Ingram, of
ray floors and 3,833,624 at the
buted funds and equipment to the
RL 1. Farmington, a passenger in a
These tacerned volunteers hope
Mayfield floors, according to
vehicle driven by Stacy Ingram. 17. to eventually
Collins Center, adding that their supreports.
make the LBL clean
of-Rt. 1. Farmington. was injured
-port will be permanently recognized.
up a semi-annual event, having one
The average prices for the seaafter Stacy Ingram apparently in the spring
"There is a continuing opportunity
son at the Murray' floors was
as well as the fall. "In
_a-g Hear,r,g Aid Center is pleased to
/Rifled into the path of another veh- the Sprin
for
regional business, industry and
anno
uhce
that
Vicki
g. the weather is so unpre- reported at $188 per hundred
.
si.ccessfully passed her stale board examinat
icle
at
indiv
the
iduals to support our developinters
ectio,
of
n
12th and dictable, as far as weather
ion and.
pounds and S185 per hundred at
and
a !cerse c test human hearing a^d selec
Arcadia around 3:38 p.m.. police
menta
l efforts," he said.
t_
fit.
and
water
levels; so we may do the
the Mayfield floors.
.• -s-_.-e-7s She becomes
said.
Funding for the building with the
inter
ior
'part
,Mur
s
ray floors reported total
orc'ess
Police said Ingram's car. which campgrounds. of LBL, such as sales
distinctive twin domes was authors
cce
for the season at $6,504,289
in conjunction with
1.1
was
attem
7 w•,ri you :y
pting to cross 12th Street Earth Day. And
ized
b the 1986 Kentucky' General
-,a7a
-7
while Mayfield's total reached
in the fall. clean up
-o
a-7 s- 00, y „ elates! ^
on Arcadia. was struck by a south- the shorl
Assembly. The package provided for
-0
ine. when the shoreline is. S7,099.096.
bound vehicle driven by Tyiesha D. more
---sorne-affire-and cta-ss-rnom furniture,
accessible and the weather is
Crouse. 16, of 1121 Circlerarna. more
but not for equipment in the instrucpredictable," Mills said.
Murray. Crouse and a passenger in
tional and research laboratories.'
.Most of the litter the clean up
-her vehicle. Robert Lee of Murray.
The facility will house several
groups have found have come from
were not reported injured.
nationally accredited engineering
the water. Mills said.
Ingram was taken to the Murray technology and related high-tech
"We
Calloway County Hospital with indiv would like to thank those
programs in the College of Industry'
iduals who drove out to help,
apparent head injuries. police said. and
and
Technology. Auer said state-ofwere
willi
ng to drive addition
Ati hearing aids sold on 30 Day
the-an equipment is needed to serve
Mon
ey
miles
to
get
to
other
locat
ions
of
Back Trial (except dispens, ng
' students prepa
fee
ring for careers in
the lake to pick up litter," Lohr
A 20-year-old Murray man was high-tech industries and specialized
apparently electrocuted Friday' education and for Murray State to take
Firemen investigate
while working on a washer-dryer full advantage of the opportunity to
The Calloway County Fire &
unit,
become a major partner in the ecoaccording to a report from
smo
ke scare Sunday
Rescue Squad responded to a flue
Calloway County Coroner Johnny nomic growth anti development of the
fire Sunday !night at the home of
five-state area._
.Donnie Hodson on Brandon- Road, • The Murray Fire Department "'James Shannon Lee, 20, of Rt.i
_
'Three of ;even deparuitents in the
5,
206 South 4th, Mtirray, PH. 753
according to CCFR information ttspor4d-eil to'a smoke investigation
Murray, was pronounced dead on
College of Industry will be located in
-8055
aroun
d
11;25
p.m. Sunday, accordofficer Mike Sykes
arrival at Murray-Calloway County
the Collins .Center — Engineering
ing to a department spokesman.
The fire. reported around 7:50
Hospi
Techn
tal
aroun
ology', Industrial Education and
d
6:25
a.m.,
Mille
r
The home of Pauline Waggener
p.m., had not caught the rest of the
said.
Technology.andOccupational Safety'
at 209 S. 16th Street was throughly
nouse when firemen arrived,
Miller said Lee had been workand Health. They will share the use of
according to Sykes. The damper investigated but not fire could be
ing on a washer-dryer unit at the
labor
atories on a cooperative basis.
found
and the stnell of smoke diswas closed to the flue and the fire
home of his aunt and uncle, Don
The
btiilding will also house the
appea
red
event
ually', according to a
subsided,Jae_said.
and 1.sincla Yearry, of Rt. 5, Murdean's office. the Computer Center
spokesman.
ray, at the time of the incident.
and the Occupational Safety and
Health Training Center.
Log
A dedication ceremony' (% planned
6 c: rr 2 1 0
in
early' fall.
Day
D
&
r,le5.rawen,
12th
Sycamore

Fi3-06321

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Then and now

Farmers who test their hay
can market it or feed it

eltic4 j
idesq,1(.4",
• /iefietwi

Farmers who raise alfalfa hay in- sample rated for such characteristics
tending to sell it need to know their as leafiness, color, maturity,odor and
-product as 'ell as their markets. other factors."
It's also important to know their
That information will help the
product's quality even if they have no farmer know which markets are best
intention of selling it
- if, for suited for his product. It will save
Other common congenital condi
Lions are narrowing of the aorta, instance, they're planning on feeding wasted time pursuing markets that his
it to their own livestock.
product is not best suited for.
narrowing ofthe vessels leading to the
How can alfalfa producers know
lungs and defects inside the heart.
Acquired diseases include de- just how good the quality of their
generative disease of the heart valves •product is? Or is not?
"Have _it tested,",
said -Jimmy C.
(common in dogs), t7aCtetilli infer-Henning, Extension forage specialist
tions of the valves or of the heart
with the University of Kentucky Colitself, tumors and a degenerative
lege
of Agriculture.
disease of the heart muscle called
"Having hay tested puts the farmer
cardiomyopathy (occurs more frein a position to make informed deciAlthough Kentucky is in the throes
quently in cats but is still a significant
sions about his winter feeding prog- of winter weather, the process many
problem in dogs). There are two forms
ram," Henning told participants of the people assoicate with springtime polof this condition — one in which the
• llth annual Kentucky Alfalfa.Confer- len problems is underway, according
heart develops massive amounts of
ence meeting in Cave City.
to a University of Kentucky horticulinterior muscle at the expense of the
"Forage analysis information can turist.
chambers, another in which there is
be used to prepare a balanced hay
Most pollen problems actually beloss of cardiac muscle.
feeding program that eliminates un- gin in late winter as trees that produce
Your veterinarian has at his or her
necessary', supplements and avoids wind-borne grains start to flower,said
disposal several techniques to diagunderfeeding of critical nutrients," he Bill Fountain, an Extension ornamennose heart conditions, including elecsaid.
tals specialist with the UK College of
trocardiagrams, X-rays and dye stuFarmers can get their hay tested Agriculture. "The .problem begins
dies. Many of these conditions can be
through a program offered' by the with maples, especially the silver
successfully treated if diagnosed early
Kentucky Department of Agriculture maples that are one of the first to
in'their developmenL
throughout the state.
bloom, followed as the Weather
Henning said laboratories are lo- warms up by oaks, hickories, balck
cated at Frankfort, Glasgow and Pa- walnuts and pecans," be said.
ducah which operate differently' from
Fountain added that the trees protraditional testing facilities.
duce tremendous amounts of pollen.
"For the price of analyzing the- which is spread by wind, or the trees
forage sample, they will actually self-pollinate, because there are no
come to the farm and sample an insects around during the cold months
A relatively newly created _veget- individual farmer's hay," he said. to distribute it. The wind-blow pollen
able might mean more dollars for ''That price of just SIO will get a hay can travel for many miles.
Kentucky farmers willing to experiment with a crop not usually grown
here.
BroCcoflower is a genetic cross of
broccili and cauliflower:, said John
Strang, Extension horticulturist with
the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
I.
"It looks like cauliflower -- but has
the greenish color of broccoli," Strang
Auto Farm
-said. "It hasifie texture ofcauliflower.
Busine
ss
Life
- Health
but a tang from broccoli gives it a
Compare Our Price & Coverage
sweeter taste than traditional white
6th & Main
cauliflower."
753-0489"

Heart disease

Elizabeth Parks is pictured above with a gourd on Dec. 11, 1920, and
pictured below with a gourd in 1990. Mrs. Parks and her husband.
Marvin, recently celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary. They are
farmers on the west side of Calloway County.

Farmers attend FmHA
loan program meeting
Farmers Home Administration
(FmHA) recently hosted a meeting
at the MSU Expo Center for area
lenders in the 19 western Kentucky
counties to explain the FmHA

guaranteed loan program. Forty eight people attended this meeting
where the guaranteed Farmer Program and Community Project guaranteed loan programs were disCUSS-eft- and-explained.
Under the FmHA guaranteed
loan program. FmHA will provide
lenders up to a 90 percent guarantee on loans determined eligible for •
this program.
Guaranteed loans are available to
purchase farms, livestock and
Tuesday evening at 7 p.m. in the
Calloway County High Sehool ag equipment and to provide annual
classroom, Meadows Produce will operating to the eligible farmer
present it's final classin -a series of applicant's. They are now available
for local community governmepts
nine.
for water and waste disposal sysThe most-. current publrshed
market predictions will be tems and non-profit, organizations
reviewed and discussed to great such as hospitals, libraries, fire
departments, etc.
lengths., - All- attendees' are- reminded- to: ,Any pFson• or entity interested
bring TheifeValriations to th(claSs-. in More ififormatior about* the
In conclusion, a -brief review of guaranteed loan program should
all classes will be discussed and a contact their bank or Ronald W.
question and answer period will Nelson, county. supervisor of the
Murray FmHA Office, 104 N. 5th
conclude.
We, at Nleadow s Produce, want Street, Murray, Ky. 42071, teleto publically thank - the Murray phone 753-0162.
Ledger & Times for their coverage
of these announcements. Comparing this year with past, when there
was no publicity, there is a significantly larger participation of the
public at large. We owe the credit
to the Ledger & Time.c.

Meadows Produce
to offer last
of series of classes

While heart disease ranks up toward the top of the list ofcauses of death
'far humans, it occurs in cats and dogs
with only moderate regularity.
But because it does occur, it behooves pet owners to be aware of the
-possibility ottheitiwau.and its 1gns.
Two general types of heart disease
have been documented -- congenital
defects which are present at birth, and
acquired diseases which seem to vary
in incidence and may depend on the
particular breed of animal.
The classic "heart attack" is almost
never seen in animals. They hardly
ever develop the high levels ofcholesterol which cause the blood vessel
blockage that brings about most heart
attacks in humans.
In animals, signs will include
coughing at night during sleep,
coughing during exercise, inability to
exercise, fainting spells during exercise and development of blue gums
during exercise.
You may also see open mouth
breathing when the animal is at rest
(as opposed to panting, which is a
dog's normal way or perspiring),
reluctance or inability to breathe
while lying down, and developmtnt
of 4 large, pendulous abdomen due to
accumulation of fluid in the abdomen.
Swelling of the extremities, however,
is seldom seen.
Signs are-similar in dogs and cats,
though they may be more difficult to
detect in cats due to differences in the
way the animals live.
Congenital defects are more common in purebred dogs and cats than
they are in crossbred animals, and the
overall incidence in cats is much
lower than it is in dogs..
The most common defect seen is
called patent ductus arteriosis, a condition in which a vessel which shunts
blood past the lungs while the animal
is in the uterus fails to close. Since the
lungs arc not used in the utero, the
body diverts blood away from the
lungs. The duct usually closes immediately at birth so the lungs can
function. When it doesn't, heart failure will result.

Pollen problems
can begin late
in winter as trees
begin to flower

Broccoflower might
mean more dollars
for state farmers

Ross Insurance Agency
Home -

4;/' TOYOTAS

COST LESS
IN MURRAY
1991 Standard led
Pickup Truck 973
1-7141
.

Read the
want ads daily

4-cyl., fuel injected engine, 5 speed
trans., styled steel wheels, double wall
cargo bed, mist cycle wipers, metallic
paint.

AG AIR
SERVICE
m. RouteZ. Box 86A
Murray, Kentucky 42071

BEAUTIFUL WINDOWS BY AMERICA'S BEST KNOWN NAME IN DECORATING
AP"

••••

ATTENTION FARMERS:
AG AIR SERVICE can now serve 'air your
spraying needs. My name is Mark Carroll and I am the
new owner and operator of the Aerial Application
Service in the Western Kentucky area succeeding Bill
Williamson as former owner and operator.'
I have recently acquired the"New" Melroe Model 220
Spra-Coupe and now offer aerial and ground application for your chemical and fertilizer needs. I will also be
offering the new drip application of liquid nitrogen for
your wheat top-dressing needs.
Give me a call at 489-2216 or call me at home in the
evening hours at 759-4740. I offer quality spraying at
guaranteed lower prices.

Mo. Sale
Price
Air, AlAfM stereo, styled steel wheels,
body side mouldings, reclining front
cloth tests, mist cycle wipers, rear

Riviera /
1
2 delicate

deSegile•

blind controls light,
nearly disappears
when open

Booed es SO Yee et '223% APO wit% 10% down
POrmol or ay., ores rov.o, 10•.• Mk,
•••••••
Me. appresse ardet.

1011EXIMEO
515 S. 17'h St Murray

Thank you
Mark Carroll
Owner and Operator
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Black's

753-4961
Greg Bradshaw Aubrey Hatcher Tom
Thurman. Bill Calvert Chris Bearden,
Bus Mgr and Chad Cochran General
Mgr.
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300 colorful options.
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Z-Shads:a new
approach. Softer...
perfect alone or with
an over treatment.
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Letters to the Editor

Community Improvement
Volunteers to stage event
•

ar.

MONDAY, MARCH 4, 1991

To the Merchants of Calloway County,
The Community Improvement Volunteers are
the Park" festival on April. 13, 1991 in the planning a "Springtime in
Calloway County Park on
Arcadia 'Circle.
The purpose of this festival is to promote commu
the beautification program and to add to the funds nity involvement in
making improvements
in the city and the parks.
Many clubs and organizations will participate in
this community wide
affair to benefit the city and the parks.
We are asking the merchants to include a
strip in their ads for the
months of March and early April saying
we support the "Springtime in
the Park" festival on -April 13_ 1991.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Jo Benson, Chairperson
Community Improvement Volunteers
Murray, Ky. 42071

Prayer just as important for
battlefield as M-1 tank, guns
--Dear 'Editor.
I'm thinking of the good news in the Persian
been met. Guns are silenced. Families are reliev Gulf. Objectives have
tary leaders are congratulating each other. ed. Government and miliBut it seems to me another war has been waged
and won. A war many
of us have conducted on our knees. A war in
prayer of protection for our
soldiers and peace for this embattled world.
I've been grateful and encouraged over
the
good press prayer has received. Perhaps praye last few months for the
r
things that has united this nation in a time of has been one of the main
need. I hope that we don't
forget that we turned to a mighty God when we
were apprehensive. That
we implored Him to bless this nation and
guide' our men and women.
I believe He did what we asked of Him. "Mira
culous" is an adjective
we hear attached to our military success and
low casualities. I pray that
as the military moves into phase two of their operat
ion that we will begin
to praise God for His provision as fervently as
we prayed before the cease
fire.
Wewould also do well not to set smart bombs. or
M-1 tanks, or F-111
fighter bomtiers before Him as idols. We don't
really impress God with
our technology or military strategy. Psalm 147:10
-.U.tellsiiK.111-lis-nlea------sure'ismot-in the strength orthe horse nor his
delight in the legs of a man:
the Lord delights in those who fear him. who put
their hope in his unfailing love."
We have touched God with our admission
of need. And He has blessed
. us! .
Sincerely,
Mark Welch
P.O. Box 447
Murray, Ky. 42071

Maryland is number one for abortion
The Maryland legislature last week
passed, and the governor signed. a
measure that gives the state the dubious distinction of having what many.
consider the nation's most liberal
abortion law'. The law will take effect
should the Supreme Court overturn
Roe vs. Wade, and it likely will serve
as a model for other states wishing to
hedge .-their bets con&rning Roe.
But the Maryland law exceeds Roe
and, in the words of Edward Grant, an
attorney' for Americans United for
Life, it would have been more accurate to characterize The measure' aS
"The Abortion Industry Protection
Act of 1991."
In Roe. states are allowed to reg'ulate abortions after the baby achieves
"viability." which the Supreme Court
arbitrarily' set at between 23 and 24
Weeks' gestation. To live apart from
its mother. a baby at this age requires
some kind of life support until it is
mature enough to survive on its own.
But the Maryland law allovvs phy siclans to perform abortions without
state interference until the child is old
enough to sustain itself outside the
mother without artificial support. This
means legal abortion may be obtained

it?

be made in an information vacuum
which, by definition, denies women
any real choice at all.
Under truth-in-labeling laws peo
pie must be told of the contents of a
can, bottle or box. They' must be
By Cal
informed under truth-in-lending laws
'
when they apply' for a bank loan. But
Thomas
in Maryland women are to be kept
ignorant of any choice other than
up to between 30 and ;5 w`eeks of abortion.
Worse, the new' Maryland law
pregnancy.
gives legal protection to abortionists
_In_fact.. any •atletbr in 'Maryland. that is denied physicians who-p
erfor
invoking the hill's clause on protect- any other type of surgey. In additi m-on
ing "a woman's health." • could to removing informed conse
nt re-theoretically perform an -abortion. quirements. the law provides
limite
even for gender selection, up to the civil and criminal immunity for d
a
moment of birth.
doctor's decision to perform an aborThe strength of the pro-abortion tion. If :a woman undergoes a
lobby in rimming through this legis- "botched abortion" by an incompetent
lation was evident when a competing doctor in Maryland. the doctor will
have some protections against laww as quick•ly• defeated. That bill
suits
that are not afforded others in the
wod h.i‘c merely required a woman
to be informed of the availahilit‘: of medical profession.
pubic and private support for- carry- - No other physicians — not inter,
ing her child to term and assistance in DISK not neurologists, not obstetriraising and supporting the child or. if cians, not general surgeons — are
afforded this type of legal immunity.
she c,hooses. placing the baby for
All of these can be sued for improper
adopt:on. Apparently. choices are to
decisions to perform surgery — but
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not abortionists.
The Maryland law: does more than
put unborn babies at greater risk. It
puts women at risk of incompetent
abortionists whose primary: interest in
pushing for this law: was to insure an
uninterrupted cash flow:.
Maryland Gov. William Donald
_Schaefer, who used to be pro-life
before he caught a bad case of
"pragmatism," tried to have it both
ways at the bill-Signing ceremony
when he said. ."1- his is not a happy
occasion.- and added he was 'reluctant" to support it.
Maryland has come full circle since
1664, when the state assembly passed
a "black code." declaring any Negro
in the colony to be a slave for life by
virtue of his color unless he was
converted to Christianity: (the state
only allowed "pagans" to be enslaved,.
As if this weren't had enough, in
1671, Maryland reversed the conversion policy and. following a similar
law in Virginia. declared that neither
haptismtor conversion could affect a
person's bondage or freedom.
Congratulations.
Maryland.
You've come a lo••.: way.
•
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Today In History
L;
Today is Monday, MarCh 4, the63rd day of 1991. There
are 302 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
• Two hundred years ago. on March 4, 1791, Vermont
became the 14th-

Ca

State.

On this date:
In 1681. England's King Charles II granted a charter to Willi
am Penn
for an area of land that later became Pennsylvania.
In 1789, the Constitution of theUnited States went into
first Federal Congress met in New York. (The lawmakers effect as the
then adjourned
for the lack of a quorum.)
In 1829, an unruly crowd mobbed the White Rouse durin
g the inaugural reception for President Jackson.
In 1837, the Illinois state legislature granted a city charte
r to Chicago.
In 1861. the Confederacy adopted the "Stars and Bars"
flag design.
In 1902. the American Automobile Association was
founded in
Chicago.
In 1917, Republican Jeannette Rankin of Montana took
member of Congress, the first woman to be elected to her seat as a
the House of
Representatives.— --••••
• •'
•
In 1925, President Coolidge's inaliguration, was broadcast
live on. 21
radio stations cbast-to-coast.
In 1933, in his inaugural address. President Franklin
D. Roosevelt
pledged effective leadership to pull the country out 6f
the Great Depression, saying, "The only thing we have to fear is fear
itself."
In 1933, the start of the Roosevelt administration broug
ht with it the
first woman to serve in a'president's Cabinet: Secretary
of Labor Frances
'Perkins.
In 1977, more than 1,500 people were killed when an earth
quake measuring 7.5 on the Richter scale and centered north of Bucha
rest, Romania,
shook southern and eastern Europe.
In 1989, Eastern Airlines machinists went on strike and were
joined by
pilots and flight attendants, all but paralyzing the carrie
r's operations.
Ten years ago: A jury in Salt Lake City' convicted Josep
h Paul Franklin, an avowed racist, on federal charges of violating
the civil rights of
two black men who were shot to death as they jogge
d with two white
women. (After initially declaring his innocence. Frankl
in admitted the
shooting in a 1990 interview.)
Five years ago: South African President P.W. Botha annou
nced
country's state of emergency imposed the previous July would that the
probably
be lifted in three days.
One year ago: Voters in the Soviet republics of Russia. Byegyr
ussia and
the Ukraine participated in local and legislative elections, result
ing in not- able gains for reformists and nationalists.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Paula Prentiss is 52. Rock music
ian Chris
Squire is 43. Actress Kay Lenz is 38.
Thought for Today: "Statistics prove that no Vermonter ever
left the
State unless transportation was furnished in advance. She is
what you call
a 'Hard Boiled State.' The principal ingredients are Granite,
Rock Salt
and Republicans. The last being the hardest of the three." — Will
Rogers,
American humorist (1879-1935).
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Stopping the elephants'gavotte
WASHINGTON — On a MOM17.:
not long ago. the senior senator from
Montana. Max Caucus. introduced a
bill to punish violations of international trade agreements. He took
about 12 minutes-to outline its terms.
Then we heard:
By James J.
Mr.•Bauclis: Mr. President. I sugKilpa
trick
_
gest_ the absence of quorum.
_.
hc Eraiding Cifficer The. clitrk---will call the. roll.
_
•Fiftten minutes pa.ssed. Then John - ::.„:rcent of the Senates total hours in
ssion, thany ven-year:The etritv a -Heinz. the senior senator from Pen.71 of 45 legislative day's will he
nsylvania.'entered the deserted c ham 7•.tered away in procedural delays.
imends to make one more effort to
Mr. Heinz: Mr. President. I ask
unanimous cOnsent that the order
something about a -situation that
,.;els worse with every year that pasquorum call be rescinded.
The Presiding Officer: W:thout se,.
objection. it is so ordered. The senator
Congress is in deep trouble with the
American people'. Public opinion
from Pennsylvania is recognized.
A half-hour passed in which sev- polls regularly rank the House and
eral senators spoke about nothing in - Senate toward the very bottom of
particular. Mostly they spoke to them- American institutions and professelves, in monologues or soliloquies. s:ons. down in the pits with lawyers.
for no one hung around to listen. Then. organwd labor and the press. 'fora
Don Riegle of Michigan said. - Mr. worries about the congressional imPresident. I yield the floor and suggest age. The perception isn't just an
the absence of a quorum.
image. The image is real.
The Presiding Officer: 'The clerk
Backin 1946. Rep. Mike Monrowill call the roll.
nev of. Oltithorna and Sen. Robert
And so the elephants' gavotte con- La.Follette of Wisconsin succeeded in
tinued. Sen. Dave Boren of Oklahoma a major overhaul of tongressiona
l
has made some calculations.' By his procedures. The Senate wound
up
accounting, quorum
most of with only .15 committees. the House
them pointless -- consume at least 25 with only 19. Eacih of the committees

MY
VIEW

had a few subcommitteeS; but there -225 were -enacted into law.
weren't many.
There are other consequences. A
Today the appalling fact is that senator confers with his staff aide on
Congress struggles through a jungle -ifirraTtir bill. Then the aide: calls
of 298 commitees and subcommit- another senator's office. ':Who's your
tees. More than half of the members . guy on agriculture?" Substantive conenjoy. the titlrof "Mr. Chairman." versations between individual senaWhen the Ckan Air Act of 1990 went tors have become rare events. Mem.
lavt„ year. upward of - -befs meet when they gato thefloor for'
-f-fqt-ron:.erees were involved.
format MIT calls. Otherwise weeks
After the Monroney -LaFoIlette re- may go by without personal contact.
forms M 1946. fewer than 2,000
Boren's idea is to make one more
13ersons-'ere -employed as staff to valiant effort toward procedural remembers and to their committees. The forms. He will be joined by Rep.
Lee
figure todtiy is closerto.1.2.000. Boren :Hamilton of Indiana. Together
they
concedes that-over the past 35 years will seek formation of a small. bipart
ithe volume of mail has enormously. san task force with a mandate
to study:
increased: The complexity .of such - the whole structure of Congress
and to
issues as trade.,taxation, environmen- make recom
mendations. Boren wants
tal regulations and sociat entitled- a fresh look
kt scheduling, at proxy
ments has become more inteense. voting. -at
the Senate's anonymous
Services to constkuents are mores
: 'holds.- at the excesses of senatorial
burdenyime. if only because there are comity.
more constituents.
The task is a task for Hercules."The
Ever, so. limn insists. the prolif- essence of gover
nment," said James
,er.ation of staff has gotten out of hand. Madison. "is
power." Boren's ideas
Jobs on Capitol Hill attract bright necessarily
go to the ,•ielding of
young men and women. agreeable to power. but
IX/Witi is more addictive
long hours arid loy. pay. They have than-cocain
e and much harder to give
ideas. causes. legislative goals. They
up:'The senator feels that membors
generate hills. reports. resolutions. themselves are
so frustrated by the
research. As one consequence of this situation that
they are prepared to
frenetic erk,-rgy. the average bill now
welcome at least some reforms.
runs to 20 page (The average was
Maybe so. says the voice of hope. The
four pages - as-recently: as 1970.) Last voice of expen
ence adds: but probyear saw 6.973 bills introduced. Only
ably: not.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Two railroad cars loaded with
corn overturned late on the morning of March 3 on tracks adjacent
to Industrial Road, Murray.
Fred Gardner and Sam Rodgers
are pictured with 83 crappie taken
while fishing out of Kentucky
Lake.
Airman Mark J. Outland. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy J. Outland, is
now serving at Randolph Air Force
Base, Texas.
Prof. and Mrs. Larrie Clark
entertained with a musical program
at Valentine guest dinner party held
by Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Twenty years ago
A new snowstorm swirled into
Kentucky late the night of March

•

2. Five inches of show had fallen
Marvelous Things," composed by Instructors Conference
in Murray by 8:15 a.m., on March
at Memphis,
..Prof. Paul Shahan will be presented
Feb. 28 to March 3.
3, according to John Ed Scott, local
at March. 5th service at First
weather observer.
Forty years ago
Fire destroyed the office at Methodist Church.
C. Wayne Doran of Murray has
Murray-Calloway County Airport
In Fourth District High School
been promoted to the rank of capthis morning.
Basketball Tournament, South
tain in the Marine Corps Reserve.
Births reported include a girl to Marshall beat Murray College
Sharpe beat Almo and Hardin
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Rowell, Feb. High, North Marshall beat Murray
beat Lynn Grove 'in semifinals of
23; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joel High, and Murray Douglas beat
Fourth District High School
Jackson. Feb. 24; a' boy to Mr. and Calloway County High. High team
Basketeball Tournament. High
Mrs. Joe Buddy McDougal, Feb. scorers were
Jackie Weaver and team scorers were Story for
25.
Sharpe, Phillips for Almo, Gardner
Don Thompson for
Murray State University Racers Jerry Grogan for South Marshall, for Hardin, and
Miller for Lynn
Colle
ge High,
beat Middle Tennessee 92 to 69 in Gary Seay for
North Marshall. Grove.
a basketball game. High team scor- Robert Lee for
Murra
Births reported include a boy to
ers were Jimmy Young for Murray Duffy for Dougl y High, J.T.
as
and
Mr.
Terry
and Mrs. James F. Paschall,
and Ken Riley for Middle McClard for Callo
way County and twins, a boy and girl, to Mr.
Tennessee.
High.
and Mrs. Charles Henry Broach Jr.,
Thirty years ago
Flavil Robertson, chief of Mur- Feb. 21.
A new anthem, "Sing, Rejoice ray Fire Department,
attended 33rd
Mr. and Mr
.
or are
Unto The Lord For He Hath Done annual meeting of Fire
Department owners of Bus
tion
c.
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OBITUARIES
James Shannon Lee

Mrs. Retta
Cooper
Mrs. Retta Cooper, 91, of Rt. 2,
Hazel., died today at 4:45 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Willie Cooper,
died Jan. 13,1969. One son, Brent
Cooper, two sisters, Mrs. Amanda
Clayton and Mrs. Alphie Lamb,
and four brothers, John, Ted,
Ambie and Irvan Latimer also preceded her in death.
Born Nov. 11, 1899, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Lon Latimer and Molly
Alton Latimer.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Evelyn Coles and husband, Hilman.
Rt. 2, Hazel; one son, Earl Cooper
and wife, Gracie Nell, RL 1, Hazel;
two sisters, Mrs. Roszell Leoni and
Ms. Myrtle Latimer, Detroit,
Mich.; one brother, Jesse Latimer,
RI 1, Puryear, Tenn.
Also surviving are 12 grandchildren, 13 great-granahildren and
eight great-great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Cooper was a member of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church where the funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m.
The Rev. Jim Alford will officiate.
Burial will follow in the church
cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral of Hazel where
friends may call after 2 p.m.
Tuesday.
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James Shannon Lee, 20, was
pronounced dead on arrival at
Murray -Calloway County Hospital
Friday at 6:25 p.m. He had suffered
electrical shock earlier at his home.
He was residing with his uncle
and aunt. Don and Linda Yearry,
Rt. 5, Murray. He was born Dec. 8,
1970, in Fort Barto, Ha.
Survivors are his father. Keith
Lee, Ripley, Tenn.; his mother, Ms.

Carol Burt Lee, Bradenton, Fla.:
three sisters, Cassie Lee, Fort
Myers, Fla., and Patricia Lee and
Sarah Lee. Bradenton; two
brothers, Elvis Lee and Lemon Lee
Jr., Florida.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
had charge of local arrangements.
The body has been transferred to
Moody Funeral Home, Fort Meade.
Fla.

-Mrs. Anna M. Sympson
Mrs. Anna M. Sympson, 59, of
Hamlin died Saturday at St.
Anthony's Hospital, Louisville.
A Navy veteran of Korean Conflict, she was a member of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church, United Methodist Women
at Good Shepherd, and of Church
Women United of Murray and Calloway County.
Survivors are her husband,
Robert Sympson; two daughters,
Mrs. Paula Smith, Indianapolis,
Ind., and Mrs. Patricia Thompson,
Des Moines, Iowa; one son, Marvin

Sympson, Mayfield; three
grandchildren.
Also surviving are four sisters,
Mrs. -Mildred Bisig, Mrs. Betty
Marrillia, Mrs. Dorothy Mosher
and Mrs. Deborah Shoemaker, and.
four brothers, William, Raymond,
Robert and John Cox, all of
Louisville.
Services are today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Neurath and Underwood Funeral Home, Louisville.
Burial will follow in Lebanon
National Cemetery at Lebanon.

-Bob Stites Sr.
Services for Bob Stites Sr. were
Saturday at St. Peter and Paul
Catholic Church, Hopkinsville,
where he was a member. The Rev.
Gerald Baker officiated.
Burial was in Riverside Cemetery:. Hopkinsville.
Mr. Stites Sr.. 60, of 301 Elton
Dr., Hopkinsville. died Thursday at
his home.
He was employed by Haydon
Lumber Company, 'Hopkinsville.
Born Dec. 27, 1930, in Christian
County, he was the son of the late
Joseph Gant Stites and Ruth Haydon Stites.

•

Mrs. Madie
Babb Perkins

Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Theresa Barnett Stites; two daughters, Mrs. Fredericka Stites Godsey,
Russellville, and Mrs. Carolyn
Stites Weimer, Omaha, Neb.; five
sons, Robert H. Stites Jr. and Stephen C. Stites, Hopkinsville,
Joseph N. Stites, Bowling Green,
Thomas A. Stites. Johnson City.
Tenn., and Christopher. G. Stites,
Pembroke; one sister, Mrs. Mary
H. Stites Ryan, Murray; two
brothers. Joseph G. Stites, Nashville, Tenn., and William B. Stites,
Louisville; 15 grandchildren.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Madie
Babb Perkins were Sunday at 3:30
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Ralph'
Gunter officiated.
Burial was in Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mrs. Dollie McKendree, 66, Rt. William, Raymond - and Wilford
Mrs. Perkins-;--84-. of 509 Mapir--- 5, Mayfield, died -Sunday at 12:1-5- -Smith, all of Mayfield, and Hurshel
S't., Mayfield. died Thursday: at 6 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Smith, Cadiz; nine grandchildren:
a.m. at her home.
She was preceded in death by: one great-grandchild.
The widow of Oda C. Perkins, her parents, Robert and Martha
The funeral will be Tuesday at
she was a member of Trinity Smith, and one brother, Stanford
United Methodist Church. She was Smith. She was a member of Mt. 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev.
the daughter of the late Will and Haven Baptist Church.
Mary E. Babb .
Survivors are three daughters, Willie Max Anderson will
Survivors include two sons, Bill Mrs. Judy Phillips, Mayfield, Mrs. officiate.
Perkins and James R. Perkins, Kathy Miller, Hickory, and Mrs.
Pallbearers will be Larry Riley,
Mayfield; two sisters, Mrs. Nola Jean Schroader, Murray; three
Tony Harris, Rodney Perkins, LarFisk, Mayfield, and Mrs.- Dorothy: sons, Philip James and Kent James,
McElwayne, David Morefield
Crouch, Coldwater; one brother, Ri 5, Mayfield, and Marty James, and Monty Mohler. Burial will folArmon Babb, Niayfield; three -Rt.- 1, Benton; two sisters, Mrs. low in New Liberty Cemetery:.
grandchildren; six great- Pearl Riley, Gob, and Mrs. Robbie
Friends may at the funeral home
grandchildren.
Pigg, Farmington; four brothers. after 4 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Dollie McKendree

Campus recreation provides outlet
By Louise Vowel)
assistants, eight student supervisOrs.
No university is complete without and an office staff of four. They are in
recreational outlets for, students to charge of a large division of activities
provide them with breaks from the and programs available to Murray
stress of academic pursuits. Campus State students, faculty. and staff.
recreation programs give students the
Intramural sports is the \largest
outlet they need, and they benefit-not campus recreation program. It inonly physically and mentally, but also volves the greatest amount of time and
socially. Perhaps the greatest benefit sorves the greatest number of students
comes from the friendships that d.elie- and faculty -- approximately 3.500
lop.
every' year. More than 210 teams
Students learn to rely on others and participated in intramural leagues of
t'ociperate through team building. one kind of another in the fa)! of 1990.
They develop self-control and con- More involvement is expected this
flict-resolution skills through com- spring.
petition and team cooperation. Often
The Office of Campus Recreation
relationships arc established through is also responsible for other programs
this team involvement that last bey- such as coordination and supervision
ond college years. Recreational sport of sport clubs which currently include
opportunties also involve faculty staff fencing. karate. chess, cycling, bowlmembers who are just as in need of ing,soccer. rodeo and swimming. The
stress outlets from the work routine: Walk Club and I.M. Fit Club are
The department that organizes re- *designed to give participants infOrrnacreation programs at Murray State is lion and incentives to develop a
the Office of Campus Recreation, personal fitness program. Log sheets
located in Room 101 of the Curls are provided and awards are given
Center. The coordinator is Dawn when pre-established goals are
Griffin. assisted by three graduate reached.

Sudafed 'Makers recall capsules
SEATTLE (AP)"— The makers
of Sudafed 12 Hour capsules pulled
the popular cold medication off
store shelves across the nation as
federal authorities investigated two
deaths and an injury involving
cyanide-laced capsules.
Burroughs Wellcome ordered the
recall of about 1 million packages
on Sunday. The day before, state
and federal officials rsyealed they
were investigating the poisonings,
which took place in the Tacoma
and Olympia areas.
Authorities said they are still trying to determine if the victims had

anything in common other than
their separate purchases of the
tainted over-the-counter cold
remedy. Investigators gave no possible motive for the tampering.
Meanwhile, a capsule that
showcd .stgns of tampering was
returned to a Tacoma-area store
after the recall order was issued
Sunday, authorities said. Tests
were being conducted to determine
whether it contained cyanide.

Campus recreation programs place
great emphasis on physical fitness.
with various options available for the
campus community. Sweat Plus is an
aerobic program taught by a certified
instructor and offered every day of the
week at different times of .the day;
Raccrobics is another aerobics class
designed for females living in the
residence halls.
Miss Griffin and her student staff
coordinate and supervise a recreation
proiram that provides an opportunity
for the entire campus caInmunity to
enjoy sports and other activities to the
fullest. In addition,students involved
in recreational sports programs arc
gaining valuable experience.'Student
development opportunities include
graduate assistantships. officiating..
internship/field work and practicum
experiences in the Office. of Campus
Recreation.

MSU students
to begin break
Murray' State University students
will begin their annual week-long
spring break Saturday, March 9.
Classes will be dismissed at
noon March 9 with residence halls
closing at 9 a.m. The residence
halls will reopen at 2 p.m. Sunday.
March 17, with classes resuming
Monday, March 18„,
Administrative offices at Murray
State will be closed Thursday and
rriday, March l4-lcTor spring
._
break.
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Calloway Humane Society accepted
into Purina's Pets For People Program

HOG 14-ARKE'T
lederal•State Market

It is no fun feeling alone. Sometimes older people no longer have
family nearby. If you are elderly and
could use a very special kind of
acceptance,companionship,and love.
the Humane Society may be able to
help you..
Recently the Calloway County Humane Society • received acceptance
into-the Purina Pets for People Program. The purpose of the program is to
provide /ove and companionship of
pets to individuals sixty years of age
and older.
Studies have shown that pet companionship may actually improve senior citizen health and outlook on life.
Lowered blood pressure. stress reduc:-.
tion aS- well as ikedy'reciwery from
• illp.smong the---befiertit-ftf-per
ownership.
Any senior citizen,60 years of age
and older. is eligible to apply to
become a participant. Each participant may be asked to attend a short
orientation session which outlines the
responsibilities and benefits of pet
ownership. Following the session. if
the senior passes the screening procedure, he is able to adopt a suitable dog
-or cat. -Both the needs:Witte pet zrld"
senior citizen will be taken into
consideration.
The program covers the cost of
adoption fees. neutering. inocullLions. initial veterinary visit, as well as
a -starter gift from Purina. Although
the initial costs are covered. consid-.
eration will be given to the ability of
the applicant to care for the pet on an
ongoing basis. The applicant must be —
able to provide the pet with safe and

PAROLE REVIEW
Following is a list of local names
included on the May 1991 Parole
Eligibility List from the Kentucky
Parole Board:
• Calloway: Randall Green,
104709:AC-B
90CR036.

Nit•ri
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Kentucky Purchase Area flog Market Renal Includes 4
comfortable accommodations. / a Buying
Stallone Receipts: Act 244, Est. 400114,0%411&
sound diet. adequate exercise and GlIts tweak .2.5 lower
525 .54-1.54 higher 0.,
525 .25.2.50 higher
transportation to obtain regular veter- 1.5 1.2 2341-250 lbs._
$4111.104/1.2
US 1.2 210-234 lbs._
inary care for the pet.
-$45.041-47 5
Following the adoption a Humane 1.5 3-4 244-770 tbs.
14054-4' ;0
Society member will contact each Soto,
,new owner to evaluate the success of
the new owner/pet relationship. Any
S 1.3 525 sn41 up
1•44.00-46 ;0
S 2.3 300.500 lb.
problems will be discussed regarding
-ST ere 3000
Roars 032.04.3400
the pet becoming adapted to his new
environment as well as the owner's
adjustment to living with an animal.
The P.as for People .Program seeks
to unite seniors and shelter animals in
mutually beneficial relationships. If
Prices as of 10:00 AM
you participate in the program. you
17"-2
will find that owning a pet is a warm
and rewaNing.e.x..perlence: In addition
(
:Industrial Average
- 15.60
you can he assured of assisting in
Pre',ious Close
290_999.3
recturinrire:Trumtra- OT abana.int-M —Nir-Products
64 .s. ',.
animals desperately in need of homes.
( A.T.C-Class A
4IB 411 4A
The Shelter hopes alter carefu't con331/4 • .
1
/1'
BtaTnakTof Murray
sideration..you decide to participate in
1508
Bell South
the program.
52'/2 - 'A
? Briggs & Stratton.......
301 A .'4
A grant from the Ralston Purina
' Chrysler
14'1
Company enabled this program to he
c CSX Corp
371. '
established at the Calloway County
Dean Foods
Humane Society Anima! Shelter.
,Dollar Gen. Store
9':8 95i.A
However, the local organization will
depend upon contributions from indi7._ 1 1.1..:(Iirl"dn
General N1otors
Vicliials and businesses in the ,com3.'
C35
491.
*.0:
n:
c:Si
, Goodrich.
munity to keep. the. program ongoing.
1 Goodyear
If you wish to help, please send your
12
)
.
1.B.N1
:
1. .
3 L ... :: :
L
tax. deductible donations io the CalloIngersoll kAnd
cis a - li
way Count\ fLimanc Society. P.O.
K Mart
Box 76,1. !stray. KY 4211.7 1. 11;ea;e
Ky. Utilities
21 unc )
note Pets For People w ith your contri/ Kroger
203 s -• 3 A t
bution. If you have any questions
I. & G Energies
40 - "A i
regarding this program please contact
McDonalds
11.
r JCPenney
the Shelter 7594141 between. the
;41 A .1 FA
',.. Quaker Oats
hours of I:00-4:041 M,F. 2:00-3:fti
;6" A - L'A
Sat.
Itri - I':
S104411.ftder

.1 3 8
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HILLIA•RD
L-YONS
IS you.
mernher New Voek Arnerocan and Mid.eit Str,,
Exchanges and 5 I P

NOTICE

Auto Rental

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

Service
Notes

Daily & Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob

Kemp

or

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

Call me about...
*Medicare SupliIern6rit
- Nursing Home or
'Health Insurance
Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance
753-3415
y S. 12th St.

Lindy T. Suiler

-Before the Need Arises. . .

Pfc. Mark E. Sallin is now being
trained as a surface to air missile
launcher at Fort Bliss Texas, El
Paso. He joined the Marines in
October and had his 12 weeks of
basic training at Parris Island,
S.C. After graduation on Jan. 18,
he attended OSI Training at
Campe Lejeune, N.C. A 1990
graduate of Calloway County
High School, he is the son of Ron
and Joyce Sallin of 1547 Mockingbird Dr., Murray, and brother
of Beth Brooks of Murray and
Becky True of Memphis, Tenn.
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COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

&Olt You
Helz‘dtzt.

Blalock-Coleman

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Funeral Home, Inc.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discotmt Pharmacy

Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
753-6800

Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning
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Murray High qualified 12 sti)ents
at this toufnament. They will represent Kentucky at the Grand National Tournament in New. York City.
The following students qualified
from MHS: Daniel Cohen and Jennifer Fairbanks in interpretation of
literature; Karen Mikulcik in dra.
matic perforniance: Alison Ward
and Katherine Hurt in oratory':
Peter Johnson and Andrea Rose in
extemporaneous speaking; Kelsey:
Christopher in Lincoln-Douglas
Debate: John Dailey and .Andy
Vaughan, Melissa Nluscio and Eric
Niffeneggcr in duo interpretation.
Murray High's next tournament
wilt- be the .state tournament. MHS
is defending state -champion, and
has won the state tournament three
years in a row:-

FBI agent Dick Thocston said the
four Sudafed packages came from
different stores.

•

.

403 o.3 4

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

•

I.

Stock Market
Report

Murray High Speech Team wins
Catholic Forensic League Tournament
The Murray' High Speech Team
won the Kentucky: Catholic Forensic League Tournament last
weekend.
t. Twenty schools from across •
Kentucky participated in the tournament that was held at Bullitt
Central High School. Warren East
placed second and LaRue County:
placed third.
The main purpose for the tourna—
ment was to determine the representatives for the state at the
National Catholic Tournament.
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MURRAY TODAY
Anniversary reception planned Sunday

CALENDAR

JO'S DATEi300K
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Murray Head Start and Murray Public Schools will hold registration On
• luesday, March 5, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. for children who will attend
pre school classes this fall. This will be on first floor of Murray State
Univcrsity Special Education Building, across from Boy Scout Museum
on North 16th Street. All persons whose children will be enrolled must
attend registration. This includes parents of three-year-old children who
will attend the four-year-old program next year. Children enrolled in Head
Start V. hose parents do not attend will be placed on a waiting list. For
mure information concerning the guidelines of the program call 762-3896
or 751-6031.

Free checks Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday March 5, from 12 noon to 2 p m
at MJrray Seventh-day Adventist Church This is a free service of the church, located
on Sycamore Street at South 15th Street

Card party on Thursday
The annual luncheon and card party by Garden Department of Murray Woman's
Cub has been scheduled for Thursday March 7 at 12 noon at the club house South
Seveath-and Vine Streets Tickets are $6 per person and may,be purchased by calling
Glxia McLaughlin 753 5338 or any member of the Garden Department

Monday, March 4
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m./Info
753-0082.

Mr. and Mrs. Ewell. Orr will'
celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, March 10.
A reception will be from 2:30 to
4:30 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of
First, Baptist Church. Pans, Tenn.
Hung the event will be their
daughter, Mrs. Lynnett McElroy
and husband, Jerry, and their son.
Randy Orr and wife, Marci.
Mr. and Mrs. Orr have three
grandchildren, Lisa Pauley and
husband, Bill. Michael McElroy
and Kristi McElroy.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. The family
requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr." and Mrs. Orr were married
March 11. 1941, by the Rev. G.T.
Mayo.
Mrs. Orr, Velma. is the daughter
of the late Zellnar Orr and Essie
Kuykendall Orr of Puryear. Tenn.
- Mr. Orr is the son of the late
Charlie Orr and Anise Humphreys
of Hazel.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Bingo/benefit Water Valley Volunteer Fire Department/6:30
p.m./Water Valley Community
Center.
Weight Control Group/6
— p.m./Glendale Road Church 'of
Christ.
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.
Murray Lodge No. 105/Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.
Desert Storm Support Grour
p.m./Apple Tree School/Info
75347567— Area Recycling Committee/7
p.m./Meting room, Calloway
County Public Library/Info
762-253.f.
on page 7)

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games sponsored by Knights of Columbus will be Tuesday March 5, at 7
p ir at the new K'C building on Squire Hale Road. between Johnny Robertson
Road
and Oaks Road The doors will, open at 6 p m

Mr. and Mrs. Ezvell Orr

•

Singles' meeting Tuesday
ire Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday March 5 at 7 p m
at
Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce building 'Singles Issues will be the subject
ct !he discussion concerning the trials tribulations and tributes of being single Followr,g the meeting the group will go to Take Me Back Cafe for refreshments
This is a
, >rival support and social group for all single adults whether always single separated divorced or widowed For more information call Pamela. 753-7638. Jeanne.,
:224 Mary 1-527-0115, or Margaret 1-247-2249

Volunteers' meeting
cYn-nunIty Improvement Volunteers will meet Tuesday, March 5, at 430 pm

at
ts.f,rray Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building Topics for discussion
will be
_ • I Storm Tree Planting Ceremony, Walking,Jogging Paths in Murray-Calloway
ri Park and Springtime in the Park Festival planned Saturday.
April 13 Any
Cr organizations that want to participate, please call
the Chamber of Commerce
753-5171
co•
for more information All members and interested persons are
at
lc attend

Kindergarten registration
iii-ciergarten pre registration for Murray City Schools will be Tuesday. March 5
in
of Robertson Center on Broach Avenue. off South 16th Street The
pre, - -ation will be from 5 to 7 p m according to Jean Hurt principal For information
-.53 5022

Cancer Support Group
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday. March 5 from 3 to 4 p m in the private
room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital This will be an 'open discussion
information _contact
Nancy Pose P N at 762-1389
_

Methodist Women to meet
Tne united Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church
willmeet Tuesday
5 at 10 a m at the church The Ruth Wilson Circle will present a program on
•i•ie Are All Theologians'A social hour will be held The Executive Committee will
r-,<• at 9 am Tuesday prior to the meeting

Library events scheduled
a..

Sandy Linn, Youth Seivices Director for Calloway County'. Public
Library, has released the following-Story Hour themes for the month of
March:
March.5 and 6 — "On The Nose.March 12 and 13 — "St.' Patrick' Day."
March 19 and 20 — "Our Hospital Friends.March 26 and 27—'— "Eggs and Rabbits Go Together.Story Hour is a book-enrichment program designed for the children.
ages 3 to 8. A special shortened version is available for two-year-olds and
a parent.
—
Story Hours are held at 10:30 a- .m. on Tuesdays and Wednesdass. and
at 3:30 p.m. on Wednesdays only. Parents and Twos is each Tuesday and
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
Anyone wishing more information or to register a child may call the
library' at 753-2288.
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We Want To Be
Your Place!

*Big Breakfast Special - Everyday $1.85
*Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat & Sun
*Weekday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95
*Big Sunday Noon 'Buffet w/Solad- Br- $3.95
-vt Party Roorr

ot-Jle

Genealogical meeting

ASK ME ABOUT

C,alloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday March 5 at 4 p m in
Ar,
of Calloway County Public Library This is open to all persons interested in
='7,gy according to Patricia Palweil president

Kappas to hear Potts
.eappa Department of Murray Woman s Club will meet Tuesday. March 5 at 6
30
p m at the club house Jamie Potts of Horticulture Department of Calloway County
Hip School will present a program on 'Flower and Vegetable Gardening For
the
Work,ing Woman'Hostesses will be Vicky Holton Rose,mary Graham and Karen
6- a -

Purd6m, Thurman
& McNutt
407. Maple

Coffee Break Tuesday

DEAR Al3BY: I am Writing in
DEAR ABBY: I recall ane funeral
response lithe letter signed -UnfinI attended A few years aggi. It was for
ished Bu-iness." from someone wha
Itival. longtime empltiyee who had
had not seen his dect.,ased friend for
lingered with a terminal illness tin- a
severa) y ears:Ind witsdisthityed with
VerN lung tint.'. N‘lien
his widow was
the fanult.•,decision to have a clos-ed:isked why she wanted a closed-casasket hineral. I can relate. to this
ket funeral, she replied. -"Nobody
situation w holeheartedlv trim the
came to see him when he was alive.
Loud
point 4vies.%
so why would anyone want to see
When in \ father died of cancer 10
him when he is dead'
\ear- iii. he had -requested i closed PINE BLUFF. ARK.
casket .tuneral Nt-hat an uproar that
:reated• Relatives, and siecalled
friend- \\ h., had not seen Dad in
year- w ere appitlfed They said."This
DEAR ABBY You had a letter in
I'. nut customary' Vcf• V.;inted one
your column about a girl whose friend
Ii-'t 1k at him \iv respohse was.
neirly hit by.a car because she
'I /ad \\ anted you to remember him
was Jogging . with a headset on and
as robust .and healthy like he was.
hrar the cal1- coming.
liefore hi liecameill
My t
sister, Jackie Poole
Wlifound a picture ut Dad taken
Roach. wasn't that lucky. She was
}1
,
!; he•
:ts hale and hearty. and
killed meiJanuary :198S. She was
played -it an his cirr-zed casket. -urjogging with a headset on while lis'• .1..%•+•r.
ti'ning to the Super Bowl. She was
struck-bra'car driven by a 21-yearIN l'ALIE1 iRNIA old man who
`left the scene of the
accident She lived four hours afte'r
DEAR DAUGHTER:Many othi• rs wrote objecting to the dosed- she w as found. I pray she never knew
,.,hit hit. her...
.
casket'farieral. Read on:
She left a husband.son a ria-da ughter. as well as 800 students. teachDEAR
- I ai.i.ree with 1'fiers,fitmilv and friends who filled the
t-wished Liu
about itiised-ca-•nited Methodist Church in Lebake• Ake- Recent'\ I
tio
ni in. )hliui the day- af her funeral.
v..c. to pay niy re,Iliects to a
JILL POOLE.
had died of a heart ;it- ZANESVILLE. OHIO)
• irk.
to find a tinsed c.its:ket I
nut

DAN ticHUTF

Vr•I'‘ ‘kt.11

eicquainted with

-ii I could have just a.1paid in'. respects ht, si:ndin;.! her

4

rnpathy

\ point in w riting is to sugge:4
that way that
the \\'rd.- "f'iisket v. ill be
the.ilutuary in the newspitper It 111.1 TIOt ty•con!..idered proper

DEAR-JILL: My profound sympathy at the loss of your beloved
twin'. It would be a generosity if
everyone who saw ajogger wearing a headset in traffic would
stop thatjogger and warn him or
her of the inherent danger of
that risky practice.

..11.111f.tto•. hut it will -aye a lot ..sit
:.1.4f,-.14.111044.. • - •
-

7534451

BUSINEss
IN liftY.AN. 01111 /

A Coffee Break will be at Martin s Chapel United Methodist Church on Tuesday
March 5 at 9 30.,a m This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for
B,oie study and refreshments

Prayer toffee Tuesday

*•*

CHUCKLE(OR(;ROAN)FOR
TODAY:"God invented football
so grown men would have something to do between wars." —
Dan Jenkips
To get Abby's booklet "How to Write
Letters for All Occasions.- send a long,.
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for 63.95 44.50
in Canada'to: Depr Abby, Letter Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054.
'Postage is included.'

A Prayer Coffee by Murray Christian Women s Club will be Tuesday, March 5 at
9 30 a m at the home of Jill Courtney at Midway ott U S Highway 641 South This is
open to all interested persons Plans will be made for the •Eggstravaganze luncheon
on 'uesday. March 12 at 12 noon at Seven Seas Restaurant For information call
Mrs Courtney at 492-8899

.0:0110

Camera Club plans event

'TIIITXIIII

!THEATRE S

Woodmen Lock In planned
Woodmen of the World Youth Lodges of Hazel 808 Kirksey 810. and Murray 729
814 and 817 will have a lock in for boys and girls, ages 8 to 15, on Friday March 8
beginning at 9 p m and lasting until 8 a m Saturday. March 9 in Grady Hull at Camp
Woodmen of the World This will include fun movies, food and games throughout
the
evening For reservations call 489-2577 or 753-2319

PROFILE LO

$63.00
Only 19
".
Nr)W

Black &
-Navy

Sleeping With
The Enemy (R) 4
7:

Until March 15

Alpha Mu at West View
Alpha Mu 84760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International will meet Tuesday March 5
at
"6 p rrt at West View Nursing Home Chapter members will conduct bingo games wtth
pries going to all residents Entertainment will also be featured

MISS meeting Tuesday

PROFILE MINI

Available in White,
Red, Bone, Pepper,
Black, Navy

C.

PROFILE MID

Navy, Bone,
White, Black,
SE/ Black Patient

said

;1

•

•

CWF Groups will meet
Groups of First Christian Church will meet Tuesday, March 5 Group I
of Christian
Women s Fellowship will meet at 10 a m in home of Blanche Titsworth
with
Apperson in charge -of the program Friendly Hands and CWF Group II willRainey
meet
together at 10 am at church rib a potluck luncheon to lollow at 12
noon Frances
Churchill will have the program.
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Dances with
Wolves (PG13) 7:30
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shoe
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L.A. Story
(PG13)

Southside Shopping
Center
753-8339
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You feel
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King Ralph
(PG)

Boating course Tuesday
"Boating Skiil & Seamanship,' a sale boating course oilfired
by Kentucky Lake
Flotilla of the United States Coast Guard will begin
Tuesday, March 5, at 7 p m in
Room 228 of Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray State University.
Registration will be at
6'30 pm with the lee being $15 which includes the lextboa and all materials
Classes will meet from 7 to 9 pm on Tuesdays and Thursdays except for March
14 For
more information call Fred Thurston at 753-6171

White Fang
(PG)

Available in

Murray Independent Support Staff (MISS) will meet Tuesday, March 5 at 5 30 p m
at Golden Corral Restaurant All members are urged to attend a group spokesperson
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Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will have a special meeting tonight (Monday)
p m at Diuguid House Bed and Breakfast at 603 Main St All members and interested persons are invited to attend this special meeting a club member said
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DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren
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Life. Major Medical. Annuities.
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Wells-Hernandez wedding on April 6

from page 6)

fro
Mr. and Mrs. Danny K. Wells of
Scottsboro, Ala., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Deborah
Lynn, to Charles Wayne Hernandez, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Martin of Huntsville, Ala.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Keys
Wells of Murray and of Mrs. Marvin Parmer of Scottsboro and the
late Mr. Parmer.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Voce of
Morgan City, Ala.
Miss Wells is a 1986 graduate of
Scottsboro High School and graduated from Southern Junior College with a degree ,in Business
Administration. She is employed
by Qualitest Products, Inc..
Huntsville.
Mr. Hernandez is a 1982 graduate of Johnson High School, Huntsville, and attended Calhoun Community College. He is selfemployed with Albert Construction
Company, Huntsville.
The wedding will be Saturday.
April 6, at 4 p.m. at First Baptist
Church, Scottsboro, Ala.
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Deborah Lynn Wells,fiancee
of Charles Wayne Hernandez

Wedding will be Friday
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Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

Mary Violet Poyner and David Allen Meinschein are planning
their
wedding for Friday, March 8.
The vows will be said at 7:30 p.m. at Burnetts Chapel United Methodi
st
Church.
All friends and relatives are.. invited to attend ,the ceremon
y.
Miss Poyner is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Poyner
-of
Farmington.
- She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Price of Tri City
and
Mrs. Opal Ray of Lynnville and the late Hassel Poyner.
Mr. Meinschein is the son of the Rev. and Mrs. Allen Meinschein
of
Carrsville.
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Elected district officers

Ladies' Bible Class/9:30 a.m./ University Church of Christ.
First United Methodist Church/
events include, Prayer breakfast
(7:15 a.m.); Mothers' Morning Out.
UMW Executive meeting at (9
a.m.); UMW general meeting 10
a.m.)
First Baptist Church/events
include: Mothers' Day Out_and
Week of Prayer/9:30 a.m.

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon

First Baptist Church Women/
Dorothy Group with Estelle Gray
and Kathleen Jones (11 a.m.)/Lottie
Moon at Holiday Inn (11 a.m.)/Bea
Walker with Pat Wood (7 ph.)

TuEsDAI-. MARCH .5. 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
An original thinker, you are much
more interested in spiritual gains than
the acquisition of possessions. Nev,ertheless, you need to provide for the
'future. Accepting new work responsibilities in late springwill bring lasting financial -security. Close attention to detail is the key to landing
prime business ventures in September. Love will seek you out in autumn: A close friend plays match-

maker.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actresses Ka v Lenz
and Paula Prentiss. singer Barbara
McNair.bridge expert Charles.Goren.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Your charm is a great asset floss.
Nurture your personal relationships

and clear up any misunderstandings.
Rornancew iliimprove v% hen you tone
&Win your language. Follow through
on an imestment hunch.
TAURUS( April 20-May 20): The
impulsi-% e purchase of a luxury item
could cause a misunderstahding ss ith
hosed one. Put work before pleasure. Realize that certain social acti%
ties are more trouble than they are
worth.
CEMINI May;21 June 20i:Take
off -those rose-colored glasses and
see things as they really are. Paperwork and business errands could leave
you feeling pressured. Discuss mutual concerns wittfpbtential.allies.
CANCER.(June 21 -July 22):
Your determination helps you find
challenging new v.ork assignments.
You feel encouraged"by a change in
petsonnel.. Be more open to intuiti% e
hunches. A friendshipk)uld turn romantic.
LE()(July 23-Aug. 22): Proceed
Willi caution where financial ventures involving your friends are con-

cerned. Find out more thout the
possible mutual benefits. Your mate
encourages you to look hey,ond surface appearances.
VIRGO I ug. 23-Sept. 22): You
gain new insights from a heart-toheart talk V‘ ith OW partner \ hudget
revision will reduce domestic tension. Your patience is rishly rew aided
by a los ed one's change ocattilitde.

LIBRA !Sept. 2 -Oct 22!: Refuse to go along w ith the crowd today. Afternoon is the best time tor
social actiy ities. humanitarian endeavors and shopping:Catch up 1111
your reading this evening."
SCORPIO !Oct. 2;-Noc. 211:
Tra% el prospects are excellent if you
personally check all details. "Final
sale- merchandise deserve,. caretul
scrutiny. A neighborly gesture puts
you in'a contented mood.
SAGITTA.RIL-S
21 r Look for tIhanees in the %. iew sot
our friends tind Ales. `Ow may not
know -someone as well as sou think
you do. Stick to talking about things
vou know .
CAPRICORN!Dec 22-Jan.
Volunteer to help your mate or partner NA ah adifficult task. Joining torces
ss ith other people t.an be
a
mo% e this Y.eek. .Someone cot] admire show s new interest in your efforts.
S !Jan. 21)-Feb. Ls!'
Long derm arrangements are in the
spotlight. You could become the
favorite ot someone in atith4 wit% . A
new agreement hrings peace of mind.
Your humility impreses those \A ho
really count.
PIS('ES

19-‘1,ira 211i- Aet

quickly and decisively in 'financial
affairs. What you buy -1-or .4uneyne
c(nild '.al an alliance A secret meeting takes place. Eyre.. sour s less.

dperson.dired d.ul!. how...ore Ivorti Jeane111‘,,t,1•.,'••
,nh it.ents per mlnute
1 41011,14101,77101
nint gel

DEAR DR. G(YTT: I had recent surgery. the result of which is a colostomy. I find it, the worst thing I have
ever gone through Daily irrigation is
time consuming. and I don't seem to
tolerate it very well Is it absolutely
necessary?
DEAR READER When part of the
large intestine is_removed or opened
during surgery, fecal matter moving
through the bowel rnuA be .collected
in a plastic device 'worn on the abdomen. Called a colostomy bag, this device is a nuisance and an embarrassment. However, it is necessary. Some
colostoMies are temporary, others
are permanent. depending on the reason for and extent of the surgery.
To a large degree. the success with
which people cope with a colostomy
reflects the training and advice given
them by health professionals. Obviously. the first education comes from
the surgeon 'However, patients usually need more detailed, ongoing information and support that cannot be
supplied by a busy' doctor.
This need prompted the formation
of Colostomy or Ostomy) Clubs in
most hospitals. Staffed by specially
trained 'nurses and volunteers (many
of whom ,have colostomies). these
clubs are an invaluable resource for
helping patients cope with a difficult
situation Check with your local hospital about a Colostomy Club or write
the United Ostomy Association at

2001 West Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90057.
In the meantime, follow your surgeon's advice about the daily care of
your colostomy, irrigation, one of the
many maintenance techniques, is often necessary for proper functioning
of the colostomy.
DEAR DR. GOTT. Please discuss
,adenomyosis. I'm 40 years old and experience horrible cramps every
month. I take Motrin 800 milligrams
every three hours with minimal relief. My doctor feels a hysterectomy
is the only answer. I'd appreciate
your comments.
DEAR READER: The uterus is
made up of several layers of tissue,
two of which are the endometrium
(uterine lining) and the myometrium
(the muscular wall)
In patients with adenomyosis. areas of the endometrium grow into the
myometrium. Although this common
disorder causes symptoms in only a
smalLaccentage of women,some patients experience painful menstruation and bleeding between periods
from the condition, which typically
affects women late in their reproduc-

cramps.

Vo,'.11!...

For car, home, business and family

quality
insurance protection designed to met your
specific needs Plus attractively low premiums
and closeby independent agency service.

, THURMAN
& McNUTT
753-4451
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Friendly /lands/potluck to foll(
CWF Group II/10'a.m./First Chr.
ian Church.
Murray Head Start/registratiot
a.m.-3 p.m./N1SU Special 'Edui
tion building/Info 762-3896
753-6031.
Land Between the Lakes ;Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1
p.m./Homeplace-1850.
_Boa,attg safety_ .c.ottrsel6....
-p.m./Room 228, Roy Stewart S:
dium, MSU.
National Scouting Muscumiopc:-,
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Barrow Show and Sale/weigh-in
a.m./show 11 a.m./sale 6 VI"
Kentucky Expo Center.
Celebrate Women conferencc
a.m./Curris Center. MSL
First Annual Gravure Day
a.m:/Collins Center auciiHri
MS U.
_
RecitalIMS11 Chamber Orchestra
free admission/8 p.m./Lovett
tonum, MSU.
_

GED Test/8 a.m./Counseling dr.,!
Testing Center. 'Ordway_Ha'i
MS U.
PUMA(' SERVICF

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-80
0-432-9346
KENTUCKY
CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

•

„

Robert Summe
has made her
selections from

Pier is
Bridal Registry

rionlimpons
1205B Chestnut

75:1l5
I

$2.891t [Doti_
91.09,

Full Salad Bar Plus
Dessert Bar

$299
345

Where Excellent Food, Courteous Service, and a
Pleasant Environment to Dina Is Our Tradition.

Professional Interior
Design Services.

Excellent Dining

Ws ewers I Swaim, of Majestic et Mayfield

Call For An In-Home
Consultation

We Accept losonalims For Sag wimp Parties. Roceptios,Group Moo**.

Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

MI S., Murray, KY-Ph. 7511505
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One Meat, Six Vegetables,
Cobblers, Corn Bread Sticks, 9
All Prepared Daily Country Style!

Take advantage of our

,

•/

bride-elect of

All You Can Eat

"1 •

1

Lisa Mikulcik
1"

2 Eggs, Sausage Or Bacon, 09¢
Biscuits & Gravy or Toast

Luncheon Salad Bar
Special
Mon.-Fri.
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Deserve It'

4!:

CWF, Group //First Christi
Church/10 a.m./Blanche Titswor

THROUGHOUT
MARCH

Mon Mctallon & Maryann Cathey
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Tax assistance/for senior citizei
disabled persons/by Louis Douth
CPA/9 a.m.-3 p.m./Senior Citize
Center at Wreaks Center/I
appointment, call 753-0929.

Hwy. 641 N. at Hardin

•On-Y

You & Your Home

4'7'
1

•sr '`
'
4
7
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T.N.T. Convenience Store

Best Luncheon
Buffet
Mon.-Frl.
11 a.m.-2 p.m .

mkt 1-0,1

A FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON

ilk
PURDOM

Paint & Decorating Center

•-•

•

•••-r
,•••" „-

RC, Sundrop and Diet-Rite

Mon.-Frl.
6 a.m.-11 a.m.

•

(Norder a ressteclandupdatedtop, kern![Mon hett
1:••••4
Atfro14)try tan Help YOU Find Your Plate In 6.1d Plan
S• OS plus .‘!•.!
Dixon. Andre.. and Mc Wel P.0-00'. f I c111 Kansas
1.,t • r,-.11 1
and Mt Meet

407 Maple St.

M.D.

ss ith authority Romance is in hioom!

TODAY'S CHILDREN are-practical and in‘enti‘ e. a.v. ay s looking for
a more efficient w ay to do things. These Pisces enjoy gis mg :ids Ise and
has e
a deep desire to help others. Their childhood pals are likely to
remain'their
life-long friend<. Ambitious and reliable. these Pisces can find success
fl
almost any field. Their dependability makes 1.1e111 escelleni CallthdaliC• (11(
management positions. Learning a second language could lead to an e\ millie
-career involving overseas travel.

1

tive years. Pelvic pain, bladder pressure and rectal discomfort may occur. Adenomyosis is not related to
endometriosis. another gynecological
condition.
Sometimes pain medication, such
as aspirin or Motrin. will help relieve
symptoms. However, in severe cases
such as yours, hysterectomy is indicated, as your doctor suggested The
decision, of course, is up to you. If you
wish to avoid surgery or if you want
to become pregnant), you may safely
rely on the medicine to control your
symptoms. Once you reach menopause, you'll no longer suffer from

DR
. GOTT
1)1.- Peter Gott,

.

Bingo party/for West View Nun
ing Home residents/by Alpha !'t
#4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpi
International/6 p.m.

Kentucky
n' Barkley
Bass'N'Gals/7 p.m./Louic's Steak
House.

Melissa Vance, left, was elected president and Laura Luciano, right,
was elected parliamentarian of the,District Beta Club. Vance and
Luciano are students at Calloway County High School.

•,••

,

Blood
pressu
checks/free/Noon-2 p.m.IMut
Sevfmth-day Adventist Chur
Sycamore and South 15th S4ek

Health Express/of Murray Calloway County Hospital/8-1 1:30
a.m., 12:30-3 p.m./at Piggly
Wiggly.

Sunday School meeting/teachers,
assistant teachers and officers/6:30
p.m./Elm Grove Baptist Church..
fellowship hall.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./private dining room of
"flow To's"/with Betty Riley (10 Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
a.m.); with Billie Burton (7
p.m.)/First Christian Church.
Morning Coffee Break/9:30
a.m./Martin's Chapel United
Adults Belong in College Methodist Church.
Workshop/6 to 9 p.m./Barkley
Room, Curris Center, Murray State Joint WMU Week of
Prayer/
University/Info 762-4159.
program/7 p.m./Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
Swine Sale/7 p.m./West Kentucky
Expo Center/free admission/Info Murray TOPS/7 p.m./Southside
Manor Recreational Room/Info
762-6930.
759-1625.
Drawing for Beginners/6-9
p.m./Murray State University/Info Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m./Calloway County Public
762-4159.
Library.
Mechanics for the Non Mechanically Inclined/6-9 Story Hour/10:30 a.m./Calloway
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
County Public Library.
Vocational Center/Info 762-4159.
Bingo/Knights of Columbus/7
Tuesday, March 5
p.m./K/C building, Squire Hale
Hazel Community Center/open 10 Road.
a.m.-2 p.m. for activities by senior
citizens.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society14 p.m./Annex. Calloway
Dexter
Senior Public Library.
Citizens/meeting/9:30 a.m./Dexter
Center.
Kappa Department/Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m. house.

• -

PAGE

Tuesday, March 5

Singles Organizational Societyn
p.m./Chamber of Commerce/Info
753-7638 or 753-0224.
-

Monday, March 4
Week of Prayer Program/7
p.m./chapel, First Baptist Church.

'/7
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Tuesday, March 5
for activities by senior citiz5ns.
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The Valley Giant

Jones wins second straight Boys' First Region Tournament
at Marshall County High School
award.as OVC's top player
GRAVES CO. (20-10)
Third District champions

Staff, AP Reports

• -•

FULTON CO. (1 2-1 1)
First District runners-up

HEATH HIGH (20-8)
Second District runners-up

.CALLOWAY CO. (1 5-1 5)
Fourth District runners-up
FRIDAY 'S
PADUCAH TILGHMAN (28-3)1
Second District champions
TUESDAY'S '5

Girls' First Region Tournament
at Graves County High School
TILGHMAN (1 4-1 0)
Second District champions
ietEDttESDAY E
BALLARD CO. (10-16)
Third District runners-up
MONDAY 6 30
HICKMAN CO. (21-8)
First District champions

MARSHALL CO. (25-5)
Fourth Distr,ct runners-up
CHAMPIONSHIP
TUESDAY73C
CALLOWAY CO. (11-12)
Fourth District champions
THURSDAY E
FULTON CO. (16-10)
First District runners-up
MQNDAY5_,
GRAVES CO. (25-4)
Third District champions
THORSDAY."8 • S

•

REIDLAND (20-8)
Second District runners-up

:•AP. — You would have thought Kentucky had
hampionship. Or even the Southeastern Conference
No,. 13 RentuCkY defeated Auburn 114-93 on
many •fans began chanting, "SEC. SEC. SEC." When the final'--. ‹Y.r,ded. bedlam broke out-before the record Rupp Arena crowd of

, Tickets are $4 for reserved-chair seats, $3 for adult general
admission and $2 for ,student• general admission. Tickets
arc on sale at .the high schools until noon of game-day;
tickets will also be available at the door.

Grogan gets save in 'Breds win

;
•.:oachcs and cheerleaders started embracing each other.
R.ck Pit:no and the Wildcats cut down the nets. Moments later two
ers brought out a giant banner that read, "SEC No.I 1991."
- • thing missing was a champagne toast. But that will probably
after the parade through downtown Lexington and a pep

f

•

WEDNESDA r 5 5

Kentucky beats Auburn to
`claim' SEC championship

,

Tickets are $4 for reserved-chair seats, $3 for adult general
.admission and $2 for student general admission. Tickets
are on sale at the high schools until- noon of game-day;
tickets will also be available at the door.

ST. MARY'S (3-21)
Third District runners•up

4

tle
,•-

CHAMPIONSHIP
SATURDAY730

TUESDAY 630

:hanged baskets before a 3-pointer by Roberts put
:or good at 62-61.
,nool record eight i.-pointers from Robert Taylor to ralfr,,7, a :4-point -deficit to down the Governors. Taylor tossed in a
;- points. .including 20 i,n the first half.
;-po:nters during the second half. as the Middle rally was
vet tt.:;
:c - cal foul on Austin Peay's LaMonte Ware.
It was the second straight come-from-behind win over Austin Peay for
•E.c Raiders. who will bring a 20-8 mark to Murray.
Th,: °VC women's tournament tips off-forlight in Cookeville, Tenn.
The two-time defending champion Golden Eagleues will face No. 4
ss-!ed Tennessee State tonight. while No. 2 seed Middle Tennessee faces
Eastern Kentucky in. the other semifinal at the Elben Center.
The championship game is set for tomorrow night at the Elben Center.
::he, winner gaining the 'cague's automatic NCAA Tournament berth.

F.22-6 overall, 14-4 SEC) was ineligible to win the SEC
title
he;taLse of NCAA and league sanctions. Instead, the Wildcats had the best
7,icor;1 in the conference. albeit with an asterisk and a place at the bottom
the standings.
The official SEC champs arc Mississippi State and Louisiana State with
13-5 -records;
•-,
But .that doesn't matter to the Wildcats.
"This is a very special moment in my life," said forward Deron Feldhas. All of my life it has been a dream of mine to play basketball and
_win a championship for the University of Kentucky."
Fortkard Jeff Brassow added: "We know we are the best and that's all
, that counts."
Kentucky' athletic director C.M. Newton said that rings will be given to
the players with 'the -inscription, "SEC, NO.1, Back on Top.''
One thing official for Kentucky is that it is eligible to compete in postseason play next year.
"A championship is won and lost on the basketball court, and no matter what anyone thinks or what anyone says, we won this championship,"
said Pitino. who has been feuding with SEC office the past few weeks
about his team's status. "We, had one of the toughest schedules in the
nation and when you come in and play as hard as this team plays, you
deserve a championship season."
Ronnie Battle had 21 points and Wesley Person 20 for Auburn (12-15.
5-13), which takes a three-game lositig streak into the SEC tournament
this week.
"This year started off down, and we've ended up with a down year."
said Person.
The Wildcats wasted little time in taking control of its season finale,
scoring the first eight points as Jamal Mashburn hit a- free throw, short
jumper and 3-point basket.
.Auburn didn't get on the scoreboard until John Caylor's three-point
play with 17:07 left in the half.
Kentucky increased its margin to 57-31, its largest lead of the game, on
Brassow's 3-pointer before taking a 65-43 advantage at the half.
Auburn could get no closer than 18 points, the last time at 100-82 on
Caylor's layup with 5:12 to go.
"This one was like the last couple we played in that it was decided
early." said Auburn coach Tommy Joe Eagles. "Kentucky's ability to
shoot the basketball from the floor, particularly the 3-point shot, was really key tonight."
(Coned on page 9)
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CARLISLE CO. (14-15)
First District champions

,...:nesztay's first semifinal, No. 2 seed Eastern Kentucky (19-9)
strong first half to defeat Tennessee State 91-70 Saturday night in
firs: round of the tournament. Eastern will meet Middle Tennessee
. irscla), at 5:30 p.m. The Blue Raiders,irallied from a 14-point tialf, 4cficit to down Austin Peay Saturday night in Clarksville.
Racers face Morehead State at 8 p.m. Morehead (16-12) rallied for
Si--S3 win over Tennessee Tech Saturday.
.::e game is set for 6:30 p.m. Thursday and will be telecast over
lent of tickets are still available at the Murray State athletic
at Stewart Stadium.
AI Richmond. -E'astern_shot 54 percent in the first half, to just 31 perfor Tennessee State.
Trc Co:onels raced out from the opening tipoff to a 12-4 lead on a
Anic Sinclair with. 15:12•Ieft: The Colonels pushed that lead to
_ u‘ up b‘Alike Snlith with 5:18 left and led by 23 at the half.
Las.-27-;ed by
many. as 3.1 points in the final period. The closest
State could come was 15..
Ih - Cookeville.--Tenn., Morehead gOt 27 points from Brett Roberts en
t•,-•,• h. over Tech.
al many as 12 points in the first half and led 48-40 at the
went on a 19-8 run and took its first lead at 59-58

•
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MONDAYS IS

,,Ars ;n school history to win as
many as eight g.4rnes. and his
return was a welcomed sight for
Rick Grogan's return to the coich 'Johnny Reagan.
mound was a successful one Satur"It's really uplifting knowing his
day, and the Murray State senior out there," Reagan said. "He was
made his presence- fe.lt reany Twining the ball upthere'
immediately.
pretty good. and that gives us a
Grogan. a Murray native who confidence boost. Last year, we
was struck in the head with a bat- never really had our No. 1. ile's
ted ball during pre-season practice our big gun and you have to feel
last season. recorded the save in good about having him back." Murray's 11-4 victors over Arkan"It's good to be back." Grogan
sas State Saturday.
said. "I felt like I had good comPoor weather played havoc with
mand of •my pitches."
the Thoroughbred sshed,..le this
- Grogan said the toughest thing
weekend, as Saturday. s in over during the comeback was waiting
ASL' vas the only game played out for the long NCAA appeals
process
of the four scheduled: Murray will,.....-to grant him a sixth year
of
host St. Louis in make-up action
this -afternoon at 2:30 p.m. at Rea—It was tough trying to stay
z,
gan Field.
shape. not knowing whether I could
Grogan tossed 1 1/3 scoreless pitch again," he said. "I'm in shape
innings, in relief of starter Kirk now, but it was tough
working durReutergicf-Glidewell. to. close the ing the off-seaso
n."
contest. He did give up two
Reagan is expecting good Thorbut struck out two as his fastball oughbred pitching and defense,
and
showed plenty of movement.
starter Reuter pitched 6 2/3 innings
Grogan is one of only seven
with yielding an earned run.
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger Times Asst. Sports Editor

Meanwhile, the 'Iptds offense
was pounding out 14- hits. They
jumped out. to a 3-0 lead, behind a
walk from Eric Greaser, a triple
from Bobby Schoen, RBI groundouts from Danny Alfeldt and Jamie
Rader and a single from Jason
Hancr. •
Alfeldt scored in the third, after
being hit by a pitch and advancing
on a single by Jon Grzanich and
scoring on a Rader single.
Haner socked a two-run homer
to right in the fifth, and shortstop
Shane Wictal picked up an RBI
double in the seventh. The 'Breds
scored four in the eighth behind a
double by Jeff Brown, a two-run
single by Raer and an RBI single
by Wietzel.
• • Reagan hopes that kind of
offense helps the 'Breds improve
on last year's 16-25 .record and
sixth place OVC finish.
"I feel pretty good about this
year." Reagan said. "We've got
good pitching and . defensive. I'm
excited, especially if we can hit the
the way we -did today."

Four Racers qualify for NCAA meet
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
Seibert Straughn and his teammates took advantage of their last
chance.
Straughn, a junior from SL Phillips, Bahamas, led the Murray State
track team at the Middle Tennessee
"Last Chance" Meet, and qualified
for this weekend's NCAA Indoor
Championships in Indianapolis. He

(Coned ,
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Texas 99
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Ledger & Times Sports Editor
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MURRAY HIGH (21-9)
Fourth District champions

• • • •
,r ifn:c Valley Conference tournament will have a Kentucky flavor.
of the league's schools from the Bluegrass earned berths in the

Sports
Wrangler
Daniel T.
PARKER
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Ronald "Popeye" Jones. who led the Murray State Racers to a fourthstraight conference championship, has also won his second straight Ohio
Valley' Conference player of the year award.
Jones, who averaged 20.7 points and 14.3 rebounds contest in pacing
the-Racers to a 22-8 record overall and a 10-2 league mark, was an unanimous choice for the league's top player. The award, picked by the
Ingut's coaches. was announced this morning.
Jones will also be looking for his second straight tournament MVP
award when the Racers open league tournament play Wednesday in the
. semifinal round against .Morehead State.
Jones has also moved within an eyelash of catching LSU's Shaquiile
O'Neal as the nation's top rcbounder. His 14.3 rebounds per game average is just .3 behind O'Ncal's 14.6 effort.
Austin Peay coach Dave Loos won the league's coach of the year
award. Loos, in his first year at Austin Pcay, led the Governors to a 15-15
overall record, and a 6-6 Mark in league play, good for a third-place tie.
Loos is a former Memphis State assistanthe Governors closed their
ear Saturday night with an 87-83 loss to Middle Tennessee.
The freshman of the year award winner was John Allen of Eastern
Kentucky.
Or :he women's side, Angela Moorehead of Tennessee Tech won .the
the year award, while Larry foe Inman of Eastern Kentucky was
. r
of the year. and Priscilla Robinson was the league's freshman -
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joined three other Racers on the
mile relay team that also was a provisional qualifiers for this
weekend's NCAA meet.
Straughn clocked a 46.14 mark
in the 400 meters, breaking a
school record. In addition to being
a provisional qualifier for this
weekend, he automatically qualified for the NCAA Outdoors later
this year in Eugene, Ore.
He joined Carl Dilliard. Stevon

Roberts and Terry Harcwood for
the mile relay team, and they shattered the Murray State school
record with a 3:08.76. The time is
one of the best times in the nation
this year. and should put the Racers
in this weekend's meet at the Hoosier Dome.
Both marks are expected to be
good enough to be in the field
when the final marks are tabulated
tonight.

His daring drives to the hoop.
His deadly 3-point shooting. His
'leadership, his court awareness,
his passing. his defense, and his
ballhandling.
For all these reasons, and
more, Murray High senior Willis
Cheancy has once again been
selected by the media as the
Fourth District Player of the
Year.
Basketball is i team sport
which hinges on individual contributions, and Cheaney's value
to the Murray High Tigers was
never more evident than in their
first-round game of the Fourth
District Tournament on Wednesday night.
Chcaney scored three points
in the first half against Marshall
:County, and the Tigers trailedby nine at the half. Cheancy
shot his way out of the slump
and scored 24 second-half
points, and the Tigers came
back to win 72-59.
• • • •
Cheancy, whose 24.8 pointsper-game average won him the
regional scoring title for the
second straight year, leads an
impressive cast of players who
compose the 1990-91 All-Fourth
District team — one of the
hardest teams to pick in the ten
years rye beerLinvolved with-•
the post-season honors.
Although all balloting was .
conducted during the Fourth
District tournament, the voting
is based on performance during
the regular season.
The voting is conducted .
among the three newspapers
(four Writers) and four radio
stations which regularly cover
the Fourth District schools, and
this year's ballots proved that
the choice of Chcaney was the
only easy pick. Chcaney was named No. 1 on all eight ballots, after winning last year's
award with seven of eight No.
1 nods.
Joining Cheaney on the
senior-dominated All-Fourth District squad are Murray High
Tiger senior teammates Jason
Joseph and Heath Walls,
Calloway County's David Hart
and Jamar McNary, Mayfield's'
Ben Brown and Scott Duncan,
and Marshall CoUnty's Matt
Colson.
Honorable mention went to
Calloway's Rob Dennis, Travis
Turner and David Geurin, Murray's Allen Rayburn, Marshall
County's Jimmy Fraley,- Bobby
Langhi and John Leeper, and,,,....
.....
.from Mayfield, a crew of role'players which included Chris
N'arber, Jarrod Stock, Shannon
Brooks, Steven Brooks, Scotty
Thomas and Bubba Winfrey.
Contratulations to the nomhers of the All-Fourth District
squads. It was another great
season of high school basketball .
in the district, which once again
proved to-have- the best -players
and the best teams of any other
district in the state. That's my
view and I'm sticking by it.
The 1990-91 girls' All-Fourth
District team will be announced
on Wednesday.
• • • •
Speaking of girls' basketball,
a lot of people arc saying that
Calloway County's victory over
Marshall County Friday night is
going to be the turning point of
theweli...a
program.
llow
me to sprinkle a
little cold water on that thought.
I don't want to try to sound
like an expert on turning points,
eb xu pe
t lriednocehainve
giarls'
l ittlbeasketball
teams who are trying to challenge the Lady Marshals' stranglehold on First Region
supremacy.
You sec, when Mayfield
defeated the Lady Marshals in
the 1986 district championship,
that was supposed to be their
turning point. When Symsonia
High School defeated Marshall
County at the start of the
1981-82 season, that was supposed to be their turning point.
Those teams had their points,
but they made no permanent
turns. The wins are remembered
now, but they're only the
moments of glory, not the roots
of change.
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(Coed from page 8)
But I remember Marshall County's turning point. Many people
thought the turning point of the
Lady Marshall program came in
their victory over Murray High in
the regional championship of the
1980-81 season. It was the first
regional title _for the program,,the
first in a series of ten (and count-

.• •

ing) for Howard Beth's ladies.
But it wasn't the turning point.
THAT came after the big win. It
came during the second half of
their first-round game against
Louisville Mercy in the state
championship, when the lightlyregarded Lady Marshals came back
against the state powerhouse and
shocked the tournament field with

Kentucky...

is
is

(Cont'd from page 8)
In Sunday's games, it was No. 2 Ohio State 65, Michigan
State
Texas 99, No. 3 Arkansas 86; No. 8 Duke 83, No. 4 North Carolina 64;
77;
No. 6 Syracuse 62, Georgetown 58; No. 15 Nebraska 85, No. 10 Kansas
75; Washington 86, No. 16 UCLA 68; and No. 19 East Tennessee
101,
Appalachian State 82.
In other games Saturday, No. 1 UNLV beat Fullerton State 104-83, No.
5 Indiana beat Wisconsin 74-6L--No.. 7 Arizona lost to Oregon 62-58,
9 Utah beat Brigham Young 72-71 in overtime, No. 11 New Mexico No.
State

their victory. No First Region girls'
team had ever won a state tournament game until then; the Lady
Marshals went on to the finals that
year.
The point I'm trying to make is
similar to what Calloway girls'
coach Pete O'Rourke said after
their upset win over Marshall Friday night. "This is the first step in

what has to be a long, long walk
for this program," O'Rourke said,
and it is very important to keep
that in mind.

tournament.
No one is saying the Lady Lakers have to win- the regional in
order to make the turn.., but they
have to show that the win over
Marshall was no fluke.
It's a hard position for the Calloway girls to be in, but it's the pdsidon 'they've worked so hard to
reach. They've shown they have
the ability to play with the best in
the region — for one game. Now
they have to prove that they belong
in that group.

If the Lady Lakers are to make
their turning point this year, it has
to be made on Thursday night,
when they take on Fulton County
in the first round of the regional

beat Fresno State 105-80, Iowa State beat No. 12 Oklahoma
State
Tulane beat No. 14 Southern Mississippi 82-65 and DePaul beat 68-67,
No. 17
St. Joh.n's - 79-68.
Also, No. 23 Mississippi State beat No. 18 Lousiana State
19 East Tennessee State beatqcnnessee-Chattanooga 104-71 76-73, No.
ern Conference semifinals, No. 20 Scton Hall beat Boston in the SouthCollege 81-74,
No. 21 Priziceton beat Dartmouth 56-49, Connecticut
beat No. 22 Pittsburgh 78-68, No. 24 Alabama beat Tennessee 96-88, andMaryland beat
No. 25 Virginia in overtime.

p7,

Special Good
thru March 9

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
t
95
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink

CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
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'Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King
II

753-8355

Si LOUIS 74, Evansvilie 66
SOUTHWEST
Texas 99 Arkansas 86
FAR WEST
Wasnngton 86 UC-71 68
TOURNAMENTS
&Mennen South Conference
Championship

kilissoun 76 Colorado 51
Purdue 70 loss 65
Toledo 60 Kent St 57
Ws -Milwaukee 87, Fla international 65
VingM St 117, Chicago St 106
Xreer Ohio 102. Dayton 79
SOUTHWEST
Houston 71, Texas A&M 68
Kansas Si 101, Oklahoma
OT
New Mexico 72, Texas-El Paso 70, OT
Rice 72. Baylor 70
Tends Chnsian 59. Tiaras Tech 55
FAR WEST
Air Force 56 Colorado St 46
Hawai 65, San Diego St 58
Idaho 80. E Washington 65
Long Beach St 8.4 Paafic Li 78
Montana 74. Montana Si 67
Nevada 83. Idaho St 81

Loueaha Tech 61 New Orleans 56
Atlantic 10 Conference
Duerterlinelo
George Washington 84. Massachusetts 83 OT

Oregon 62 Arizona 58
OregOo St 91, Arizona St 69
Southern Cal 80 Washington St

Major college scores
EAST
Syracuse 62 Georgetown 58
SOUTH
Duke 83 N'Orth Carolna 77
MIDWEST
Mcnigan 68 Mnnesota 60

No Contract

Stanford 90 CaliforNa 72
UC Irvine 109 Utah St 107

Penn St 83, OuetAline 64
Si Josephs 90 Rutgers 87 CT
Tempts 56 Welt VIginia 53
-•Colonial Athletic Alle0Cletter1 -

93 Navy 86 07
R•cnrnond 78 Arnencan Li 70
East Coes1 Conference
Semilinols •
•

Reef 77 Delaware 75. OT
Towson St 78. I.4d ,Barhmore County 76
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Semifinals
lore 95. Sena 90 OT
St Pole's 57 La Salle 50

CURLING IRON

Big South Conference
C hemp to nsh
First Round
American U 70. VW&arn & Mary 57
George Mason 87 NC -1N rninglOn 73
hi Navy
85. Jamee•Matbson 82. OT
Richmond 86 East Caroina 62
East Coast Conference
First Round
Delaware 39 Cent Connecticut St 8.5
Mr:1,801
,
0re Cc•,,,ty 67 Hoists 58
Rider 71 preira 68
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Quarterfinals
ora 69 Manhattan 54
La Sane 86. Loyola. kAd 70
Siena 76 Genitive 62
Sr Peters 81 Niagara 59
klid-Esetem Athletic Conference
Championship
Fionda 6514 Eta Delaware Sc 80 OT

'Championship

Tennessee St 101 Appalachia' Sr 82

78

Mane 59. Vermont 52
Northeastern 77. Boston U 70
Penn 77. Harvard 66Pnncelon 56. Danniouth 49
Providence 86. Vilanova 75

Yak, 71 Columbia 58
/SOUTH
,
Aiabama 96 Tennessee 88
Clemson 69 Georgii`Tech 62
Ronda St 70 South Carolina 59

Georgia 72, Mississicla 62
Georgia Southern 83 Samford 66
Georgia St 99 Centenary 80
Kenticky 114 Aubure' 93
Liskirrille 65 Notre Darns 59
Maryland 78 Vrgiva 74 CT
lAssuatila St 76 LSU 73
Stetson 89 Ark -.Little Rock 74
Texas-San Aritonici 9171.44irci• 63 •
Tutane 92. Stuth•th flab XS
Vanden:et 82 Florlda 68
Vrginia Tech 82 Mornphid St 79
Wake Forest 89, N Carolina St ba
Youngstown St 80 Liberty 72 OT
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decc•,. • ORIX ORAL

t SAVE YOU MORE
>
>
>
> > >

•

695

TS

BRANDS

753-8355

Your
Choice

40•60•75•100 WATT

M &

YDS

1985 Cad. Seville
1988 Pontiac 6000
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

i

1 0.6

CT

ChampionshipJactisidn St 70 Te•as Southern 66
Sun Ben Conference
Fuel Round
Old Dominion 94 Ala -Birmngham 18 CT
Soum Aiabama U. Jacksonville 68
South Florida 73. NC Charlotte 68
Va Commonwealth 100 W Kentucky 89
West Coast Conference
PeOPerdne 97. Portend 62
San Diego 72. Gonzaga 62
San Francisco 101 Loyola Maryrncunt 93
St Mary's Cal 79 Santa Cara 74

MIDWEST

ALKA- Akin
SELTZER
PLUS
COLD MEDICINE •

47

Southwestern Athieloc Conference

BOwfing Green 91. Marra Ohio 79
Ell4NW 84 Marquette 74
Cent Michigan 91. W Isechrgae 71
DePaul 79. St JON" II 69
'E. Michigan 69, Ball St 59
Illinois 91. NorthWeetern 81
Indiana 74. Wisconsin 61
Iowa St 68. Oklahoma St 67
Loyola III 73 Detroit 93

• SCENTED

HAIRSPRAY

Northeast Conference
C hemp to nub lip
St Francis Pa 97 Fanagn Dickinson 82
Ohio Valley Conference
First Round
E Kentucky, 91. Tannest** St 70
Middle Tenn 87, Austin Peay 83
b4orehead St 88, Tenneseae Tech 83
Patriot League
Championship Fordham 84 HOP/ Cross 81 OT
Southern Conference
Somalulls
Appalachian Sr 88 Furman 82
E Tr
essee Sr 104. Tn -Chananooga 71
,
Southland Gonference
Champanehip
NE Louisiana 87 Telas-Aongion 60
•

Solon Hail 81, Boston College 74

—
Iri' i—
DI-S
-61

RAVE

Missouri Valley Conference
Clue Merlinstil'
Creighton 77. Drake 58
S Ilinors 80. Ind,ara St 61
SW Missour St 68. Braidey 49
Tulsa 71 Monde St 52

Connecticut 78 Pittsburgh 68
Cornea 76 Brown 74
Hartford 79 Now HarnpsNris 60

499

• UNSCENTED

89 Augusta 54
Colonel Athletic Association

32 OUNCses

TM

• AEROSOL
;35E

4114

RELY ON US FOR ALL YOUR PRESCRIPTION NEEDS

• NON-AEROSO.

Coastal Carchna

SW 58550.4' St 82. Tulsa 80 20T
Southern Conference

l
e
DRUGS

KODAK
FILM

399 299

Sr ,oseon s 82 Rhode Island 65 OT
West Wrgirsa 93. St Bonaventure 86

Mid-Continent Conference
Fir* Round
E ihnatt 79. .W Ilinos 75
N limas 77 II -Chcago 52
N Iowa 79. Cleveland St 75 CT
Ws -Green Bay 85, Asron 61
Missouri Volley Conference
Serneinete
Creighton 71 S linos 66

Sun Belt Conference
Semdinals
Old Dominion 72 South Ronda 69
Scutt Alabama 135 Va Commonweaith
West Coast Conference
Semifinals
PoPtierdire 65 Sari Franosco,56
Sr Mary s Cal 75 San Dego 72
Saturday's worse
EAST

62

lox

GB 135-24
GOLD•100 SPEED

CURLING
IRON

Lk Santa Barbara 85 San Joe* SI 51
UNLV 594 Fulkinon St 83
- Utah 72. Brigham Young 71. OT
Weber St 119 N Anzona 69
TOURNAMENTS
American South Conference
Semifinals
Lot...sane Tech 58. Arkansas St 56
New °natant 79 SW Louisiana 73
Atlantic 10 Conferenr.ra
First Round

•

Georg* Mason

CON_A I
• , • , • BRUSH

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
IL Chestnut
St.
Murray
753-0045

1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

-- • •
Kodacolor
Itemtir

New Velum Sr 105, Fresno St 80

IF

Lose Weight - Tone Up • Don't Wait - Start Now

ge.

NeOrasaa 85, Kansas 75
-Oho Sr 65. Mchigan St 64

E

A Month

759-4955

law

'259

Friday tligfit Buffet

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME

•

Thfs Week's Special:
Large Bdr-B-0
Sandwich & Fries

SCOREBOARD
11

• • • •
In closing, I'd like to compliment Calloway County High
School's staff for an extremely
well-run Fourth District tournament. From the parking to the
programs to the hospitality room
(great chicken wings), I thought the
tournament was pulled off without
a hitch — and many people don't
realize that hosting a tournament
involves more than simply opening
the doors and taking people's ticket
money.
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Notice

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
INVITATION TO BID
ACROSS

'
.
4

41 Ful,s
42 Former
Russian ruler
43 Sun talk
44 Foretoken
46 Exclamation
17 Sea in Asia
49 Participant
53 Last
57 Lubricate
58 Respond
60 Quarrel
61 Corded cloth
62 Redacts
•

1 Dog tail •
motion
4 Shoulder
wrap
9 Greek lette,
12 Be in debt
13 Command
14 Deface
15 Ali
17 Finegauze
19 ear vest
21 Sodiim
symbol
25 Capuchin
monkey
27 Defeat
31 Large tut
32 Revoiving
oiatform
34 Eguai degree
35 Tlie of
respect
36 rood fish
37 That thing
38 Fool

Answer to Previous Puzzle
HERD
O-N
E.
C R -01P:
.
.
AM I R
ROVE
ARE
• T- 1 4 1.
AlD1E2s1,
T
STEN'C ,H
WAVERS
BORE
EA
*
PETS
PAThTNERS
AGO
TALKS
A I T
CO'NPARES
ST A Y

210
Want
To Buy

The Mayor and City Council of the city of
Murray. Kentucky will accept scaled bids for the
construction to include trenching. welding, installauon, cover and clean-up of approximately 10,000
linear feet of 3 steel gas pipe,(schedule 40 API 5L
wrapped). Pipe. valves, fittings and valve boxes will
be provided by owner. Plans and specifications/ may
he picked up at city clerk's office upon payment of
525 payable to Murray Natural Gas Sy•stem for each
set. Plans May be examined at the Department of
Public Works and Utilities, 2(X) Andrus Drive,
Murray, Kentucky.
. Bids will be accepted by the city
clerk t--5414 and- Poplar Streets; Murray. Kentucky
until' • 30pm CST Thursdo.y March 21. 1941 . The
City. of Murray reserves the right to v•ai% e information and to reject any or all bids..

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free informa
lion call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
ree

icico own service-

COASTAL Mart 717 S
12th Accepting applications Apply' in person
8-4pm
FEMALE vocalist for
country/western band Also
needed, keyboard player
901-644-7162
or
901-644-1260

IAseeds:wars

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each We will
remove 527-2932
JUNK cars and trucks Ask
for Larry 753-3633

OLD Winchester rifles
single action Colt pistols
JOB Opportunities in Aus- civil war artifacts
Guns
tralia Openings available in .swords. etc
Ask for Larry
several areas, will train For 753-3633
info. call. 708-742-8620
ext. 1126

MILUNG and drilling machine 474-8001 after 5pm
PLATE and
Gooseneck
753-6621

ball for
trailer

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques
(Hazel), Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
Also mail-order service
Send for free price list and
'Collection A 15 different
U S MRS.'Collections B
21 different foreign coins,
$695 each, $1295 both
Post-paid, 2-wk satisfaction guaranteed Free gift
with every inquiry Chnstophers Coins, 1605 West
Main. Murray, Kentucky
42071 lqa buy coins and
appraise estates
753-4161

JOBS in Alaska Hiring En
1511
try level $600 • weekly
Articies
I Sorrow
Construction, Canneries,
For Ws
2 Beard of,
Oil
Fields
Call
grain
1-206-736-0993 Ext 1981 HONDA Odyssey
400
NlS
SINGLES
LIST
3 - up and go
good condition with new
- Authorize
1248B5
INGS, nd stamp: Down
course
020
vigor
rear ores 1979 Interna8 Emerald isle
20 Equality
4 Painful
Home Singles, Box 323-KI7, LABORATORY SUPER- tional Scout,
4 wheel drive
River
in
9
Nautical
22
Rogersville, TN 37857
‘raluabie
Notice
VISOR, Murray State Uni- Lock-out hubs, V-8, ps/pb USED carpeting Good
Germany
cease
items
10 Type of cross
DISCOUNT LUXURY versity. Postuan in Student and air Removable hard- condition, newly cleaned
23 Foundation
6 Hypothetical
Plush light gold 17x17 tan
Exist
11
CRUISE
Florida to Baha- Health Services. B.S. degree top Good condition 1511
24
Army off
force
16 Anger
mas
$209
Wrong
per couple 5 in Medical Technology or ap- AC disc harrow, dual Berber 15x24 $100 for all
26
propriate science required. wheels, excellent condi- 436-5224
18 Dinner
days/4 nights Hotel paid
28 River in
All Bran&
certification as a medical tion 492-8425
Siberia
We
bought
oversuppl
y
and
, 3
UTILITY trailer Full tilt
4
8
9 •0
teittnologist by an acceptable
-29 Skid
will pass savings to you
Fire-cured, dark
$250 753-4832
agency; a minimum of two
30 Surgical
Limited
quantity
Call
anyBEAUTIFUL peach taffeta
I
14
air-cured, dark
years of clinical expenence
thread
time 404-394-2355
gown with matching shoes WOODEN storage build32 Sesame,
required; supervisory expenings 8x16 starts at $1095
fired or burley
WHERE were you 7/24/62/ ence preferred but not man- and lace gloves All $90
33 Measure
10x16 $142450. 12x24'
weight
Pick any memonable date datory. Must be able to per- Also, white satin gown with
base.
sequins $70 Both size 5-7 $2395 Other sizes availRUTHIE S University 13,P and receive a framable. form
15 Scatteranalysis and demons- 759-4503
able Aaee Portable BuildPlease Call
Station now open Sundays quality printed certificate trate
39 Mother
proficiency in a variety
ings 502-247-7831
40
Beverage
8am-5pm
‘4_
outlining
lill. 5
the trends and of rouune and specialized la- EASTER Sale 25% off on
26
27 28 29- 30
492-8566
41 Part of
happenings of that day
boratory procedures. Must doll houses 10% off on doll
De
after 5 p.m.
Lease For Less at
Great idea for birthdays, also demonstrate the ability to furniture Discounts good
33 '
44 Ancient
DWAIN TAYLOR
reunions etc Send $5 00 operate different types of so- the month of March Wood
46 At. tp15Vace
CHEVROLET
cash or check to A Touch phisuc.ated electronic equip- N Crafts Cuba Road May3€
11348
EmmeIs
.
1991 Silvered° Pickup,
of Past PO Box 531 Murray, ment. Responsible for quality field, Ky 247-5936
49 _ favor
.,
loaded 1104474 $305.91 mo.'
sn
Ky 42071 Money back if control programs and mainteINSTRUCTION
4•
PRIVATE Investigato
Piease SE
GUN cabinet for 12 guns,
Call
Gene
at 753-2617
SO, misinform
not delighted
B A Confidential Invest,
nance of laboratory supplies.
LEARN TO DRIVE
solid
walnut
"Pius Tax, Title & License.
and walnut gaboris. Southside
.„_• • -4,gn
44
Full-time nine months, partShop
TRACTOR-TRAILER
48 Lb Closed End Leas.
veneer. 7'x42' wide, gold
mountain
Nt,
ping Center. Suite $102
time in the summer. Salary
occassional chair, antique Murray,
C;,.msor
753-2641
commensurate with qualifica•
solid oak dinette set, large
NOTICE - at stored items in
tions and expenence and a
Sri egqS
ALLIA
solid
desk,
oak
NCE
white
office
Storage Unit *42 at Key
54 55 56
comprehensive employee
SHARP copiers Authorernale
desk 753-9822
Mini Warehouses Rt 8 Box ACT NOW' Excellent benefits plan
is
provided.
ized dealer for sales ser
wages'
Spare
Murray
time
126C
42071
asKy
t5C'
Applicants should submit re- MILLIONAIRES MIL- vioe, supplies parts and
have been abandoned and sembly Easy work at sumes along
with salary re- LIONAIRES PANG - rental units Local com—74
home
No
experienc
will
e
disposed
be
Call quirements and names
Of at later
53
and BURN'S CANDY IS BACK pany Call 1-800-248-4319
1
504
641-7778
Ext 2329
:ate unless picked up by
addresses of three references IN MURRAY. Charlie's
I
"•ie owner and all- charges Open 24 hours including to: Roberta Garfield, Admini- Safe-.T.
WANT a faster refund,
PhartilacY.
for said storageunit on Sunday
Why pay more for elecstrator, Student Health Serbefore March 6, 1991
vices, Murray State Univer- ORDER the spa designed tronic filing" Our prices
'BONUS INCOME -91'
for you Murray Hot Tubs start at $20 001 Call Hodge,
Earn $200-$500 weekly sity, Murray, KY 42071 EOE
115 S 13th St
Noel and Associates the
mailing Easter cards and
LANDSCA
PING
and
lawngifts For more information
RASPBERRY sequined income tax professionals at
send a stamped addressed care help needed Experi- gown Size 5-6, straight 753-6069 or 759-1425
ence in this area a plus and strapless
5
E•
Sr
F.
/ES
14."
D
envelope
to T&J's cards
For prom or
•-•",
E
• <--EE
' v."?
Close
to
Court
and Vts, P0 Box 430780 Retirees considered
competition Worn only 30
260
436-5805
South Miami FL 33143
minutes' 753-6558
0.E.,••••••88-_E_• • • •.
Square on 5th St.
TN.
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- SUNTAN
5160 00 per month.
Radio
booth 753-3488
INGS
NEED a lob/ A
Call Ted Delaney
Looking for deFISHER 27in console tv,
GED./ Hope for the future/ WHITE wedding dress and
•Fp
753-1916 for more
stereo sound, 30 day warveil
never
You
may
used
qualify
Size
it
9/10
'You
do
pendabl
e, friendly
information.
ranty Like new $700
not have your GED or high Very beautiful Call for de—
753-6339
people. Full or part
school diploma. 'You are scnption or to see $350
between the ages 01 16 & (901) 247-5816 (Puryear)
time, all shifts.
270
21 We are an E 0 E. This
Mobilo
project
.••••••,.
funded
as
by
the
AppV in person
Homes For Sal*
Western Kentucky Private
'Sc
Industry Council- J.T.P A
CALVE and HOMES
1 5 ACRES 1480 3br 2
Call J T.P.A Out Of School
Appliances
bath mobile home 3 stal
7 5 3 • 9 3 7 8 ,
mechanic shop On Hwy
SEAR"•leicu ft
8a.m.-11:30a m
121 between Coldwater
lmond
Non-Smoking
4th & Chestnut
and Graves County Line
NEEDING dependable in- chetSold
Woman
489-2932
dividuals with own transportaoon for kitchen work WHIRLPOOL chest freezer 1987
MOBILE home 2BR
s.: for stk
DRIVER needed for part- Call for appointment 10cu ft $200 753-7944
2 bath, utility room central
H- Ceti)/ Have
time light pickup and deliv- 436-5496 ,cir 436-2524
H/A Will rent lot $50/mo
150
ery Small car helpful Call
753-6633
PERMANENT part-time reJudy 759-1226
Hone
tail sales position at Pier 1
Furnishings
2-12 WIDES Take your
Call 753-2355
•EXTRA INCOME -91- Imports Experience prechoice only $1495 (Needs
Earn $200-$500 weekly ferred Some weekends re- 4 PIECE bedroom suite
or 753-2048
some repair) Gateway Mu
mailing novelty gift items
quired Apply in person excellent condition 1 year bile
Homes 527-1427
save
For more information send 9arn-6pm 1205B Chestnut old Can be seen at A-19
Fox
Meadows
a
Ti
stamped
Pk Call 24ft PERRY travel trailer.
!w
St
envelope to
CATHY
759-9852 after 5pm for self-contained, skirted, inP0 Box 602139, North
RN•s/LPN
Ready
's
for
a
appointment
Miami FL 3,3261
sulated, underpinned Ex'ffl'e7 _ Vt.
change? Try Universal Home
516NEI) UP fOR VIDEO
cellent condition, brick
Heahh
Caret We are commit- Peach/gray/white twin
DATING I? I SIGNED UP
privacy fence See at
ted to the Gift of patients of all comforter with 2 peach bal- Grogans
FOR VIDED DigTiNG f!
Trailer Court 94E
/
144-.4"
ages in their home envircri- loon valance $40, full size
merit. Traditional nursing in a peach wicker headboard CLAYTON 1991 14 wide
non-traditional seumg. Pan- $40 759-1293 after Lots of options Only
$9995 Gateway Mobile
urnegull-ume openings for 530pm
hare
flexible nursing professionals.
Homes 527-1427
Venous shifts available and FACTOR
Y DIRECT FUR- MUST sell' 14x76 Fleetvery competitive wages. "En- NITURE
Factory overruns, wood Buccaneer 3bir, 2 full
joy the rewards of in-borne closeouu,
first quality mer- baths with new utility pole
care working one-on-one with chandise.
Odd sofas, Sealy and underpinning Resume
u•-•
_
someone in your area. Call end SLITInbani
mattresses,sac- payments or pay balance of
Tasha for more information. tionals, bedroom
mefurniture, $16,900 753-1932 after
1-800-593-0104 Universal some slightly
damaged. No 5pm
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
Home Health Care. EOE
prices by phone WoodcrafNEW 1991 14x70 Clayton
4.,.! • 0-•• NOT
SEAMSTRESS - Experi- ten Murray, Ky Next to
P,Pri
3br 2 bath You must see
iiEft
Kmart
ence
only
Apply
in
person
„4- v5- •••••••••-•-•• H •••
fser-,t
Please apply at
the quality arid decor in this
308 Main Bold Liquidators
,
.
--j
KINGSIZE waterbed, 3mo beautiful home Only
1 .0ir.;rfft93
$13,900 at Gateway Mobile
SERVICE station attendant old 753-6470
,
S
Ca
Homes 527-1427
needed Moderate me•`?
chanic wcxk Apply in perREPOSSESSIONS - 2-14
son to West Main Chevron SINGLE waterbed
wides Take your choice
1417 W Main
753-6621
31x 2 bath real nice Make
approximately 2 back pay
UP to $15 hour processing
190
ments arid move in Gate
mail weekly check guaranway Mobile Homes
Fans
THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON teed Free detals, viinte.
527-1427,
SD, 12610 Central, Suite
EquiPosat
255-TKY Chino CA 91710
9N FORD tractor with
260
GARFIELD
WENDY'S is now hiring for scoop 4 new Ores $1600
Mk
4-36-2427
day
shift Must be available
,1 MUST BE M0NPA4Hems For Real
el IT'S COLD...
between the hours of
FORD 2000 diesel new
i1•5 PREARY...
SHADY Oaks 2 01 3br •
7-4pm Must be able to
115 RAiNING...
rubber all wound Good
electnc Of gas Walking des
work weekends Apply at
hydraulic Excellent conditwee to college 753 5209
store daily between 2-4pm tion
But OH
$3150 753-1788
DOWN

WANTED
TO BUY

1BR upst
stove and
'shed 7
5 30pm

2BR 2 t:q
pliances
microwave
wood Dr
availabli
753-2905
2BR 2 ba
Microwav
$350/mo

2BR housi
merit net
753-4109

2BR apart
wood $26(

2BR duplex
Appliance
$285/mo 7

2BR upsta
Water fume
753-0087

VCR Service

LARGE 2br
garage, mu
Main $275
753-9898

Ward•Elkins

3BR duple
435-421A

753-1713

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

3BR family r
living and
Central HA
frigerator
492-8634

A BRAND
plea 2br, a/i
appjiances
753:7688
nights

EXTRA nia
central H/A
furnished V(
eman RE 7;

FURNISHEC
rnent with a
H/A 753-661

NEW 2br
()lances, eni
owner occt
Ridgewood [

TAKING ap
section 8 rE
apartments
rooms Apply
Hardin, 8
502-437-411

•.

Jr. Food
Mart

%Se Have An Immediate
Opening For City

;--

Slunk.
WariNd

11
6..

111

PEANUTS

RIENT NEXT TO YOU
-7(

UJI•IY DON'T 'IOU-OFFER

TO 5MARE YOuR LUNCH
Ll./ITH HER?

__..---' I

_

"Ng

Clean out
classified
you no loi

Call a

LE

Murivy-C1
providing
Kentucky
the follou

MEDIC,
MEDIC,
Certific:
--Clinical
require(
Full, pa
For detai
l'erstainf
(502)76

Murray Ledger & Times

111107

HERE'S YOUR CRACE CuARuE
f3KOWN TNAT LITTLE RED
HAIRED &Rt. IS SITTING

••••-

300

200

Sporn
Weald

Business
Ronnie

BABYSITT1NG in Murray
NEW in factory box Rehome Experienced mother
mington 870 Wingmaster
loves kids $35Avk full12 gauge magnum $350
time, 511w part-time FurnSki simulator exercisor
ished snacks and meals Al
$50 753-1866
shifts/ell ages 759-4967

OFFICE
complex
1600aq ft Central heat/air.
ample parking, security
system $550 per mo Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 or 753-3372

I WILL keep and care for a
210
lady or husband arid wee in
my horns in Hazel Excite
Arwood
minced and good referFIREWO
OD for stove and
ences 492-8510
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your or
too
der 753-9808, 474-8086
Swinges

SHOP on Andrus Dr
7 5 9 4 78 2 days or
489-2255 nights

so:I hip'

DIS11
SUPP1
If yot
qualify
ability v,
care SUr
$628 Pa
1000/0 o
paymen
based c
Allowabl
20%oft]
Part-B b
the hos
$58.75
Fot

Insu

apparently

114-11KIk
-

"Oh, man, You must be looking for 'Apartme
nt 3-0,'
'Mary Worth or one of those other 'serious'
cartoons --

•••••••-••

•••••Nr•••-•
"•-•
•

`

'
•

•

1-.1 1- * sr

. •, .
••'S••

•,•
•

DUPLEX apartment in
A FIREWOOD for sale
quiet residential area new
437-4667
LOCAL vending route Low
University 2br, appliances
investment C.ompany sup- W000 for sale 753-9745, $275/mo
CM 753 8096 or
port 1-000-348-2444
750-9730
753-2633

Hopkins
"F
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320

310

ATI

for
r
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1se
kr)
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arid
ent
B
ns
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gift
est
:ky
and
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iod
ed
tan
all
Olt
is Id95,
24'
aluld-

11
Ito

'op
102

or mar-

and
DM

119
nd'?
IeC
COS

fge,
the
sat

Souses

IBA upstairs apartment
stove and refrigerator turn
ished 753-6148 alto
5 30pm
2BR 2 bath duplex Appliances furnished with
microwave 1008A Northwood Dr No pets Now
available $450/mo
753-2905
2BR 2 bath with carport
Microwave Northwood
$350/rno 759 4406
2BR house or 2br apartment near downtown
753-4109
2BR apartment in Northwood $260/mo 753-3964
2BR duplex in Northwood
Appliances furnished
$285/mo 759-4406
28R upstairs apartment
Water furnished After 5pm
753-0087
LARGE 2br, ved hookup,
garage, mini blinds 1602
Main $275 Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR duplex
435-4214

753 9400.

3BR family room fireplace,
living and dining room
Central H/A stove and refrigerator
No pets
492 8634
A BRAND new brick duplex 2br, a/c, gas heat, all
appjiances No pets
753:7688 or 759-4703
nights
EXTRA nice 2br duplex,
central H/A appliances
furnished Very clean Col
eman RE 753 9898
FURNISHED 2br apartment with carport, centreHA 753-6609
NEW 2br duplex Appliances, energy ethaent,
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457
TAKING applications for
secbon 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky
or call
502-437-4113 EHO

2 BEDROOM back 1 mile
past Graves Co hne, Hwy
121N. Stove/refrigerator
Deposit and references required No pets $275
489-2440, leave message

Red
ECM
COMMERCIAL property
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Utterback Rd 753-0521 or
436-2165 after 5pm

the

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1916

io-

at
full
ole

'Re
of

ter

on
ee

ily
tie

Murruy-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and ts•Orthwest Tenrwssee announces
the lollouing fob openings

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST OR
MEDICAL LAB TECHNICIAN:
Certification by the Registry Board of
Clinical Pathologists or equivalent is
required.
Full, part & PRN positions available.

(502)762-1106

14

ke
ty
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dit chock. You repair. Also
tax dslinquont torsclosurss
CALL 1505)612-7555 EXT H2325 for repo lit your area

2106 South Main Benton.Ky 6 rooms 1 bath new
siding, new triple pane cartie windows, insulated
doors with lead glass. 6
shade trees, fenced in
backyard 2 decks asphalt
driveway, carport and garage, alot of inside and outside storage A real bargain
at $39,500 753-6394 before 5pm, after 527-1116
2BR brick, 1 car garage
newly remodeled
753-6633
2BR with appliances, ceiling fan, carport, fenced
yard. outbuilding Priced in
$20's Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR 1 bath in city Fenced
backyard Low utilities and
priced in $305 Call
753-4801
3BR 2 bath brick in city with
new carpet, paint and wallpaper Fireplace with insert 2 car garage. large
outbuilding. Immediate
possession Priced to sell
at $72,500 759-1233
4BR 3 bath, VA story. Vinyl
siding
mi south of Coles
Campground Church
Acreage available
$125,000 OBO 753-7975

For details contact:
Pers,on..l 1.41)t
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30
Services
(Wired

1978 BUICK Regal Good
,motor, new tires $850 Call
753 5292

1984 CUTLASS 2 door
$2000 759-1449

1979 COUGAR XF717,
loaded white, excellent
condition 753 0548

1987 RED Pontiac Sunbord
G T 4 cylinder automatic
Very sharp $5200
753-3704

BILL Travis trucking to
gravel, dirt, fill sand and
white rock 474-2779

530

Services
Offered

LICENSED for electric,
gas refrigeration Installation arid repair, Free estimates 753-7203
EXPERIENCED painter
paperhanging, wall coverings, furniture refinshing,
touch-up and blending
436-5032
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642.
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specafica
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering. No job too
small 753-4251.
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

510
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KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulft's.Re
covery, Murray 436-5560
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient set
vice 759-1835

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15. most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri 753-0530
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CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom

409 SUNBURY MuRRAY (Bend Bunny
Bread)
753-59•0

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307

4
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APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditi
oners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves • dishwashers -gas& electric
ranges.

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
WILL do plumbing All guar
anteed 435-4169

Serrkss
Ottsess

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petiove cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite 753-5484

MAGS Errand Service offers housesitting grocery
shopping postal arid banking needs, etc 753-9630
Mon -Fri 8-5 References
MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

ROGER Hudson rock hauling gravel sand, dirt dnveway rock 753-4545
753-6763 759-1823

's
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Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator•Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5344 or 753-1270

Steeleillbritien, Inc.

CARS

Call and place your ad today!

our
ads

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fees a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

„e• •

TOYOTAS COST LES
IN REPAY

Clean out your closets and basement with a
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.
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Used
Cws

2BR gas heat, appliances,
1615 Hamilton $275/mo
1981 MAZDA RX7 $1250
1988 MAZDA 929 4 door
Coleman RE 753-9898
PROPERTY for sale Lo- 435 4129
sedan loaded with options'
2 story, 3br 2 bath, nice cated in Coles Camp1981 OMNI $110 down, New maintenance free batclean house $425/mo gas ground Penny and Kirksey
1968 Mustang $200 down. tery New Michelin bras
central heat Close to col- community Small acreage
1973 E( Camino $150 Gray with burgundy leather
or mini farm Call 489 2161
lege on Farmer Ave
down. 1977 Ford Granada interior 50,000 miles THIS
753-7634 before 10am or after 6pm
$150 down. 19-58 Ford IS A GREAT PROBLEM
after 4pm
AUCTION your real estate pickup $100 down 1978 FREE CARI Price $11,500
Luv pickup $200 down, Call 502 247 5840
FOR rent/sale 4 or 5 bed- property to settle your es
1973 Chevy pickup- $150
room 2 bath, newly decor- tate Call Wilson Real Es
1988 THUNDERBIRD
tate 753-3263 or Wayne down 492 8884 .
ated Large fenced in yard
turbo coupe Great shape
Lease/deposit required No Wilson 753-5086,or Dan 1983 MERCU
all the extras 49xxx miles
RY Marquis
pets 753-0932, 753-5898 Miller 435-4144
V6, local owner $2000
Phone 527-3762
753 4389 753-5960
1989 FORD Escort LX
440
370
Auto, 4 door 753-6633
Lots
Livestock
1984 ESCORT wagon 2
For Sale
& Supplies
tone paint, new tires/ 1990 CHEVROLET 4x4
N Bagwell Manor from
8 YEAR old gelding horse
brakes Auto, all equip- black Silverado Loaded,
saddle, bridle and blanket $10,000 753-4389
short wheel base
ment 46,000 actual miles
753-2791
753-9467 after 6pm
LARGE wooded lakefront $2650 OBO 753 7275
We buy arid sell new/used lot on main channel One
1985 FIREBIRD Low mihorse, stock trailers Fair mile horn Kenlake adjacent
leage sunroof, new tires,
prices for good used trail- to Manna 502-489-2455
Vans
custom wheels, 5 speed
ers Call us first' 759-4408
LOT in lakefront subdivi- V-6 Fl excelleet condition
1989 FORD Aerostat XL
sion Access to three boat $4895 395 7891
V6 auto air, Olt, cruise
380
ramps, beach campcassette, 7 passenger, 1
1986
PLYMO
UTH
pets
Voyage
r
ground, and swimming
ps'pb, cruise tilt, owner Immaculate condi& Supplies
pool $3000 Financing
tion 49 000 highway miles
etalo,...
..seat
and windows
AKC SCOTTISH Terriers available 753-5541
$9950 753-7527
Nicei $6501? 75,7516
and miniature Pinchers
LOT on the lake Water,
1987 MUSTANG GT white
$200 901-648-5697
septic tank, field tile,
with red interior V8 5
electric
pcle
Ready
to speed, premiu
COCKER Spaniel puppies
m sound, low
hook-up to camper, trailer
Blond/red, not registered
miles Sharpe' Must sell'
or house 753-4060
$40 1-382-2369
1979 CJ5 Jeep 6 cylinder
Call Kenny 437-4712
good shape, needs pain
HAVE an obedient, well LOTS for sale Gatesboro 753-1651
job Best offer 474-8820.
mannered, safe dog You area 753-0800, 759-4577
train classes or we train
1982 CHEW pickup 1 ton,
A60
Professional certified trainflatbed 4 speed, 16xxx
ers serving Murray for over
Homes
miles 437-4456
For Sale
12 years 436-2858
1987 CHEVROLET pickup
Peg's Dog Grooming
PS/PB air condition, AM/
753-29.
FM cassette, short-wide
15
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD
wheel base, 32,000 miles
HOMES available earn goyemment from V without cre436-2524, 436-5496
430

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified
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ear
'00
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Estate
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PRICE reduced 2br brick,
large rooms remodeled
Stain Master carpet, low
utilities Coleman RE
753-9898
WATERFRONT. Ky Lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
covered deck 354-6006

TRUCKS

470

Illotortydss
1982 MODEL Honda
Odessey 250 motor
502-7539762
1986 HONDA V65 Magna
753-2473 after 4 30pm
1988 POLARIS 4-wheeler
Trail Boss 250cc like new
753-0728
480
Aide
Sondem

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

If you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as
1000/0 of Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This benefit is
based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay
20% ofthe $100 Part-B deductible.
Part-B benefits are paid in or out of
the hospital. The 1991 rate Is
$58.75 per month.
For more Information call:

••••

McConnell
Insurance Agency

753-4199
Hoptineville

Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

10 Toyota
.....11187
'89 Pont. Grand Pfti 11_1187
'89 Toyota Camry
'9117
89 Toyota Cellica GT .10117
'99 Cressida
16.487
Toyoti Corgi DX,.......271137
kick Pat
'88 Toyol Cress4a... .11417
'88 Chevy Craro„. ...A487
'88 Toyota
...'3187
'88 Pont. Bonne
17 Chrys. Le3Ion„,„ 26.487
'97 BOW Ls ........„, „94,487
Chevy CrIce„..., 25.487
17 Toyota Corolla.,. ..
'85 Ford Escort
'86 Chry 5th Ave, ...._2/.487
'86 Cheri
'95 wsda Acccrd DX '7.487
'16 Pool. Suntrd GT,.„ ,5-917
'86 Toy Caolla ....' _.987
'85 Toyota
'85 Bud PO Ave..... 5,187
'85 Oils Cera Brghm,..„:3,N7
14 Ceti.
'14 Des Deka
'101 Toycta
281
'9? Toyota
78 Bu di LeSatre
78 Datsun
77-d LTD II......„... 1.787
73 Dodge
„....

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center. I block from MSL
dorms
MATHIS Transmission and
Automotive Service 624 N
4th St 753-6374
NEW and used Bras Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

1969 OLDS 98 New roof,
new seat covers power
windows, less than
100,000 miles Call
753-1913 after 5pm
1976 DODGE Charger SE
PS/PB, air, needs body
work $950 753-7907
1977 VOLKSWAGON
Rabbit runs terrific Great
on gas Blue, 49xxx miles
$200 OBO 759-9728

89 Toyota Van 44 10,487
11 Fad %Inger )(LT 27,787
19 Chevy ....
19 Toyota ..... “i487
'81 kid F•350 Ilan '8787
'II Toyota 4Po:Nr....11.487
'18 Ptyrnouth Voyacer '10487
'17 Toy. SR5 4 knner _10.917
'87 lazda 414 „.....
'81 Toyota 1 Ti...... '6.487
'86 Chevy S.10.........
'86 isuzu Trooper
16 Isuiu
-.781
'86 Ford F150 XlT 4x4, 1.417
'85 GliC
'IS Dodge Ran 150 Si„.25„287
'85 Toyota Long
'3187
'82 Chivy S.10,.......„........1287
'80 Toyota Pickup__ 23.487
'80 Fad Caton 4'4_1117
Aubrey Ha,c,
e,
Bill Calvert • Greg 8railshar,
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus. Mgr.
Chad Cochran. Gen Mg,

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12to
Phone
Murray. KY
753-4961

1989 CHEVROLET S10
Topgun Excellent condition
Low mileage
753-7102
1989 SILVERADO Dark
blue low miles, sharp
753-7387
52(1
Boats
& Motors
DIVE boat Fully equipped,
16' fiberglass. 75hp rrIC401,
drive-on trailer, compressor and engine 762-4219
evenings
EVINRUDE 35hp motor
electric start Steering
wheel and remote controls
off pontoon
$125
436-2427
530
Senikati

011stOd

Now that we are entering, our "garage
sale -season,' we
want you to be informed on our poli
cies.
We do work 2 days in advance to
better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10
a.m
Yard sales do have to be paid in advanc . on Saturday.
e and are $7.50
per day.

Al TREE Service Stump
removal. spraying, hauling,
yard work and mowing
Free estimates 753-0906
after 5pm, 759-9816,
753-0495

For assistance call, 753-1916 or com
e by

•

ALPHA Builders. Carpentry, - remodeling, porches,
roofing', concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

•

Dial-A-Service

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience. Bobby Hopper,
436-5848
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664
BUILDER, new homes.
garages. additions, remodeling, framing decks, patios.solar green houses,
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm
CHIN Calm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts We sell ch um
ney caps and screens.

.•

Mrray
Ledger & Times classified department

A B Masonary brick block
and stone Will do any type
of large or small jobs Guarantee quality work
489-2982 anytime

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck Al
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

4.;

Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Poison Control

753-7588

--

°-..: DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP
-Custom Home Plans
""a'
'New Home Construction
'; • ,-. 1
-Custom Remodeling

i

(502) 759-1487

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

_
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks & Sewers
Call Us Anytime

Commercial
and

..Residential

>rf..---

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Rt. 8, Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Phone
150217594935

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952
,. .
41.
,

DIAL CONSTRUCTION

—

No Joh Too .tpoll

••••

Remodeling, Decks, garagcs,fit Additions
436-5272
489-2739

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling,garages,decks,porches,concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance.

759-4685

489-2303

435-4191

COMPLETE home repair
Carpentry, electric and
plumbing, also appliance
repair Including refrigeration and A/C 753-0318

call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements.
Ouality work for less Customer satisfaction guaranteed Free estimates LE.
Williams 489-2663
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating

and Cooling Service Complete service on all central

••%••
t
•••

• • - ••••,
•
-

•

•
•
•
•
•

cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754
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Health Matters
-W-410
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1991 Executive Committee named
. Murray-Calloway
Kentucky Surgical Associates,
County Hospital has on
Suite 208E in the Medical Arts
excellent 55 member
medical staff representing 26
The Executive
medical specialties.
Committees post presidens-s
This Doctors Day. March
Dr Richard...Blalock, on
30th, let us stand together in
internal medicine specialist
grateful appreciation for the
He joined the hospital s
daily efforts our doctors put . medical staff in. 1981 and his
forth to keep us healthy
office is in Suite 302E in the
' Murr4LCalloway County
Medical Arts Building
Hospital proudly recogn2es
For 40 years.,Dr Charles
their accomplishments ma
Clark has practiced family
dedicated'attitude of caring
medicine at Murraywhile providing quality. upCalloway County Hospital
to-date hearthcare to this
Now he brings his expertise to
community and *region
the ExcJtive Committee as
Over 60 percent of
Chairman of the Medicine
Murray-Calloway County
Committee Clark Fam.ly
Hospital physicians are
Medical Center is located at
board certified and many
307 South 8`h Street
more in the process of
Urology specialist. Dr
obtaining their certification.
.Stev.en_Tre_vathan, holds the
An astounding 14 percent
position as Chairman of the
were also chief residents in
Surgery Committee He
tr‘eir training programs
joined the nosp,tals rhecical
The 1991 Executive
sta" in 1986 His office is in Committee of the Murraythe Meacal Arts Building.
Calloway County Hospita'
Suite,3C5E
Medical Staff is comprised of
1-i0l5s Clark serves as
eight pnys cans The
Qua 'y Assurance
purpose of the Executive
Cornmittee Chairman Dr
Committee is to conduct the
internal
Caro( s
business of tne medical staff
rhea a'r-e specialist who
The Cnef 0,Staff is
:
is
locare:
in
e the nospital medico
,three-year Executive
staff i- 1988 H's office is
Committee me.--ter that
te° at 307 South 8th
provides o so- etwee- the
medical sta"
t,-e Executive Committee
*he
nospital s ac— s'rcit on and
is on y 3 `9).•1 of the
Board of Comm ssioners
outstanding physicians
pract.c,ng at MurrayServing r is second of
three years as V'e` of staff is
Cailoway County Hospital.
DE John Yeze:sk
_You c.ah.rece,ve a
The mectica staff - 7987 He
directory upon request listing
is certified by `re Ame'car
i nformation about
Pert rent .
a, •he physicians who have
Board of O•trbpaeC,c •
Surgery HIS 04-f ce s located
pryleges at Murray'-Suite 1784 of the Med cal
Cailoway County Hospita
by calling Dr Finder
Ar'SPBru
elsicl
ia7riig
In KY dial 1 -800-2,42-MCCH.
g as the 199
president is Dr Robert
In TN dial 1-800-554-MCCH.
.7 arhs He ras held
—eclica, p•acticing privileges
o* 7,rroy-Caroway County
s
1979, trie.year
h.e bec
fed
the

Dr. John Yezerski
Orthopaedic Surgeon
Chief Of Staff

Dr. Robert Williams
Genera) \ Vascular Surgeon
Preside:nt

Dr. Monte Finch
-Gastroenterologist
Vice President

Dr. Craig Dowdy
Genera
Vascuiar Surgeon
Sec re'ary -reasurer

T'Richard 'Blalock
1-3

Dr. Charles Clark
D'acT,or,e,

9

Dr. Steven Trevathan

•

Doctor's Day
They sure don t make Doctors
like they used to Some
people think that s what s
wrong with medicine today
'Old' Doc mode housecalls
And got paid with produce
Those days are gone for
good So is polio Right
along with smallpox
Old Doc s black bag was
full of potions and elixirs
Great stuff In its day
Today? Computers Lasers
Sutures so fine thy re
invisible Incredible healing
journeys into the hollows
of your heart
Today s New Docs study long,
hard and endlessly And for
what? Frustration Intrusive
government regulations
Demands from us for more
And better And quicker
Today is Doctor s Day So say
thanks to your New Doc
Its true they don t make
doctors like they used to.
But they still care. And that s
what s right with medicine
-today.
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Miraoe .'-fpments c, pleased to offer_ the perinatal .
- classes listed belot,e. Preregistration is required for all
classes and fees may be paid at the first class
These Oassesa repart ofa_gift packa_ge La /_ae-i at ocer
S200 u:hich is given to ti.liracle .%-lornents Prepayment •
Plan participants.
If you would like to receicethis4aluable gift par:kage
and become a prepayment participant. stop by the.
hospital admitting office for complete details about the
program.
.
If you are not
"It-..,ments Prepayment
participant, you are still u-efrorne to attend the classes a!
the fees listed
For class information and pre-registration. call the
Perinatal Education Coordinator at
(502) 762-1385.
Prepared Childbirth Class ($35)
Option 1: Mondays,March 4, 11, 18 & 25
Option 2: Thursday, March 7, 14,21 &28
7-9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
Pre-register for:
Cesarean Birth Class: Wed..Mar. 13, 7-9 p.m.(S15)
Parenting Class: Wed , April I0& 17, 79p.m.(S10)
Sibling Class. SaL. ,^4frrch 30. 10-11 a.m.(Free)
Refresher!: Mon..March 11 & 18,7-9pm(S10)
Refresher IL Thurs..March 14 &21.7-9pm($10)
Post-Partum Exercise Class ($17)
(Call(502)762 1139 to schedule)
Prenat4I Nutrition (S10)
Post-Partum Weight Loss Class (S15) '
Six w‘eeks after you'ce had your baby or
afier you've stopped breast feeding. you
can safely begin the three week postpartum weight loss class. The class is
taught by registered dietitians at the
hospital. Call(502) 762 1533 to schedule.
Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour (Free)
Miracle Moments Newsletter (Free)
Miracle Moments Booklet (Free)

4L-L:

f

4
.
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DOCTOR'S DAY

',TRESS
The Murray-Calloway Count/
Hospital s Health Express will be
offering blood pressure pulse.
and glaucoma screenings at all of its
stops caring the month of March
For 54. you can purCruse a stool for
Occult Blood Screening K1 to detect'
blood in the stool

Puryear
Mind-Mart
12 302 30 p m
Thursday. March 7
Camden
Wal-Mart
9-11 a m 12-2 p m •
Monday. March 11
Big Sandy
Senior Citizens Center
9-11 30 a m & 12 30-2 p m
Tuesday, March 12
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8-11 30 a m 8 12 30-3 p m
Monday, March 18
Murray
Calloway Co Public Library
9 30-11 30 a m 12 30-3 p m
Tuesday. March 19
Coldwater
Church of Christ
9-11 am
Farmington
First National Bank
12 30-2 30 p m

Mbnday, March 4
Dublin
Chapman s Grocery
9-11 a m
Thomasville
Bigg s'Market
12-2 p m
Tuesday, March 5
Murray
Piggly Wiggly
8-11 30 a m 81230-3 pm
Wednesday, March 6
Henry, TN
.0, City Hall
9-11 a m

•
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Wednesday, March 20
Buchanan .
Post Office
9-11 a m
Hamlin
Post Office
12 30-2 30 p m
Monday, March 25
Oraftenville
Bonanza
9-11 30 a m & 12 30-2 p m
Tuesday, March 26
Dover
Uncle Joe s Discount Store
911 30 a m &1230230pm
Wednesday, March 27
Canton
Hilltop Kash Market
9-11 am
Thursday, March 28
Murray
Court Square
8-11 30a m & 12 30-3 p m

...-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••..... .
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We appreciate our dedicated doctors
especially on
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Itilmittinaimmort- 469.-v.9•99,99.,
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,presiaerit
-wrich he jC
certtec; t
-:BOOrd Of CisteCLI..,- ;*` Interr.a. ",tec
e
iis in Suite 18'
Medico Arts BL
g
The position, of secretary/
treasurer ;s reiciTgeriera
and vascuar surgeor ..1;r
Craig Dowdy He is cen',ea
by the A-nerican Board Cl
Surgery.ond rs bart-r. --WrYst
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Cardiac Support Group
Tuesday, March 12
"Stress"
By Carol Perlow. MSN, Clinical Specialist
10 a.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Shirley Lamb,(502) 762-1170
Stroke Support Group
Wednesday, March 13
"Adult Day Care"
By Debbie Hill, Shared Care Co_ordinator
3:30 p.m.
Meeting at Shared Care Center in the
George Weeks Community Center
607 Poplar Street
Contact Steve Passmore (502) 762-1137
Cancer Support Group
Tuesday, March 5
"Open Discussion"
Tuesday, March 19
"Coping In Style"
By Kathy Perkins, former cancer patent
3-4,p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose,R.N.(502) 762-1389
Murray Alliance for the Mentally Ill
Thursday, March 14
"Housing for the Mentally_111"
By Vera Carter, Housing Specialist
6-8 p.m:
Hospital Private Dining Room
= Contact Melody Myrand,(502) 436-2518
Laryngectornee Support Group
Friday, March 8
4:00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Ann Ingle, RN, or Dixie Hopkins, speech
pathologist,(502) 762-1100.
Alzheimer's Disease Information
Educational Meeting
Tuesday, March 12
"Dealing with Drflicult Behaviors"
By Dr. Clark Hams, Internal Medicine Specialist
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, March 26
4:30p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Cindy Ragsdale,(502) 762-1100
or Jorefta Randolph,(502)753-5561,
for an Alzheimer's informational packet
Parkinson's Support Group
Friday, March 22
1:30 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or
Ann Ingle, R.N., at(502)762-1100.
Coenpassionata Frionds
Thursday, March 28
7:30p.m.
Hospital Board Roam
Contact Carol Perbw, MSN1502)762-1425.
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